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From the Editor
THIS edition of KiwiFlyer includes our annual Guide to Flight
Training in New Zealand. As well as profiling a wide range of
Training Providers, the Guide also contains editorial content that
should be of interest to both prospective, and professional pilots.
One of the articles is by Mark Woodhouse, who has written a
comprehensive explanation of the recently announced training
partnerships between the Air New Zealand Aviation Institute and
selected Flight Training Organisations. Mark clearly explains what
this means for those seeking a career pathway to one of the Air New
Zealand Group airlines.
KiwiFlyer recently attended Bob Feerst’s annual seminar on Crew
Resource Management in the Wire and Obstruction Environment.
We’ve been before, several years ago and came away as impressed
with the content and presentation as we were on the first occasion.
A brief summary of the course is included in this issue along with
an announcement from John Fogden regarding his new partnership
with Bob to run Wire Strike Avoidance courses for private pilots and
training schools. This is great news for our industry as it makes this
important training much more accessible, particularly as Bob is in so
much demand worldwide (he spent 320 days traveling last year).
Another event we were fortunate to be invited to was a three day
training weekend held by New Zealand’s Red Star Yak-52 Display
Team at New Plymouth. The team are adopting the FAST (Formation
and Safety Team) standard for training and communication which has
been in place with NZ Warbirds for some time now. The weekend
also served to bring together Yak-52 owners and pilots from around
the country and to give some their first taste of formation flying.
Despite inclement weather, the weekend was a great success that
delivered on all the goals that had been set for it. See the article
starting on page 32 for more details.
In our previous issue of KiwiFlyer, we included a Guide to Flair, held
at Te Kowhai during October to showcase New Zealand aviation
innovation and to coincide with the Rugby World Cup. Given that
this event too was marred slightly by some quite dreadful weather, the
show was very well received and the organisers are now considering
the possibility of a follow up event in February of 2013. We have
a brief summary of Flair in this issue and will be including various
articles derived from what was on show there, in the issues to come.
Thanks once again to all of our usual Contributors who have
provided content for this issue. On the subject of regular articles,
just when you thought Chris Gee might have run out of things to
say about aviation photography, he has been taking his camera out at
night for a new perspective on what you can achieve by combining
the two hobbies of photography and aviation.

TECNAM P2008 LSA
SEE
TOUCH

It’s getting remarkably close to Christmas again and is therefore time
to start hinting about the specific aviation accessories you want to see
under the tree on 25th December. We’re test flying a couple of good
ones at the moment and will report on them in the December issue
of KiwiFlyer. Until then, take care and enjoy safe flying.
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(also available as a microlight)
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Front Cover: The Red Star Yak-52 Display Team training in a 4-ship
formation over New Plymouth. Photograph by Michael Norton.

KiwiFlyer is focused on the New Zealand aviation marketplace. Call us to discuss how we can help your business.
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A wrap-up of Flair 2011
We included an extensive Guide to Flair 2011
in the August/September edition of KiwiFlyer.
Organised to coincide with the Rugby World Cup,
the event promised to showcase a comprehensive
array of leading
new aviation
innovations, all
developed here in
New Zealand.
The 3 day event
calendar was
full of seminars,
workshops
and flying
demonstrations
and it delivered
on the great majority of that plan. Given that it
absolutely poured down prior to and at the start
of the 3 days, attendance was quite acceptable for
a relatively small scale, niche event. In a similar
manner but to a slightly different market, we have
had PilotExpo run at Ardmore in the past, and
we now have several Warbirds Open Days at

Ardmore each year. One wonders at the potential
to combine all three, once every year (or two) so
that we had innovation, things to touch and buy,
seminars and workshops, warbirds, and a broad
mix of ‘flying
demonstrations’
all in one place
spread over a
few days. Those
are thoughts for
the future though
and for a first
of kind show in
New Zealand,
Flair was a fine
effort.
The event was primarily organised by Shaun
Mitchell in hiw role as General Manager of the
Aviation Industry Cluster. Shaun sent these notes
to KiwiFlyer by way of a wrap-up of the event and
in particular as a thanks to the many sponsors,
volunteers and various other helpers who supported
the project.

Flair from the Organiser’s point of view

ROBINSON R66 TURBINE
AVAILABLE NOW
FOR DEMONSTRATION
NEW, OVERHAULED, AND
PRE-OWNED R44s & R22s
ALWAYS AVAILABLE
NEW AND PRE-OWNED
AGUSTAS AVAILABLE

Contact: Brett Sanders
Bus: 		 09 299 9442
Fax: 		 09 299 9458
Mobile: 		 021 748 984
Email: brett@heliflitepacific.com
Web:
www.heliflitepacific.com
Address: 168 Kittyhawk Lane,
Ardmore Airport, Auckland.
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FLAIR has now come and gone. While the
weather didn’t play ball with us, the event
was a real success, with a great combination
of business, flying and education all rolled
into one. There was a lot happening on
each day, particularly in regard to seminars
and product launches, and all the people
I talked to said that they really needed
two days to properly see and experience
everything that the event had to offer.
From our point of view and also from
those we have spoken to, the event has
been such a success that we will look to
run it again in February 2013. This year’s
event was timed to coincide with the Rugby
World Cup in October and we might
reasonably expect to have better weather
for a February date. Keep an eye on the
Flair and Aviation Industry Cluster websites
for updates during the year.
As with many events like this, it simply
wouldn’t have happened without a lot of
support from some key people. Thanks
must first go to Malcolm Savill and his team
from TPS Siteprep. These guys prepared all
of the event site. And then they pumped
out a tremendous amount of water after we
had 174mm of rain in one evening. They
were also the single major sponsor of the
event but Malcolm’s contribution didn’t
stop there. Those who flew into the event
will also have heard his voice on the radio
as he co-ordinated the Airfield traffic and
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people arriving. Thankyou Malcolm and
Christine for your support.
Max Clear and his team from Micro
Aviation were absolutely tireless in their
preparation of the Airfeild and hangars for
the event. Max, you are a legend and a role
model for the industry. Special thanks are
also due to Roger Cruickshank, Richard
Small and the team from Waikato Aero
Club for their support and organisation of
the flying demonstrations at Flair.
Greg Ward from Peakward was a
fantastic MC for the event and KiwiFlyer
Magazine did a great job of helping us with
pre-event publicity to the industry.
Flair 2011 was sponsored in various
ways by TPS Siteprep Limited, Peakward
Limited, New Zealand Trade and
Enterprise, Adland, Te Kowhai Airfield,
KiwiFlyer Magazine, and the Aviation
Industry Cluster. Without all of these
contributions the event could not have
happened.
The last note of thanks is reserved for
all our volunteers; Chris Johnston and his
wife, Mikey Wilson, Bill Russell, and my
wife Alex Mitchell, who organised the
seminars and workshops. There are so
many more that I can’t list but we do thank
you all. Without your support this type of
event would not be possible.
I’ll look forward to seeing you all again
in 2013.
Shaun Mitchell

www.kiwiflyer.co.nz

Emerging Aviation Trends
In the first of a series of articles to present some of the technology and innovation that was on show at Flair,
as well as content from the Keynote seminars, Graeme Porter reports on a seminar of Emerging Aviation
Trends which was presented by Gretchen Jahn from US based aviation consultancy Knotridge Corporation.
AVIATION recessions are cyclical and
Gretchen Jahn used data built up
from the emergence of previous
recessions when she addressed
FLAIR attendees on the Future
of the Aviation Industry.
Presenting what New
Zealand had to offer was a key
aspect of her address. “For the
future there is no crystal ball
but there is the option to think
differently,” she said.
The traditional options are there but
there are new options in the pipeline ripe
for the taking. Noting that following a
recession the first sectors to recover were
business aviation and recreational aviation,
airlines and the training of airline crews
were not all that far behind. With China
seeking to establish a domestic aircraft
market, New Zealand is well placed as an
Asia Pacific entity to produce interiors for
these aircraft. Opportunities to train flight
crews along with maintenance and logistic
support for new and existing manufacturers
and airline start ups go hand in hand with
the development of airliner construction.
While the order books for both Airbus
and Boeing are continually expanding,
there is no escaping the fact that airliners
are being retired from service earlier and
an opportunity presents itself to repurpose and recycle these retired airframes.
Recovery of metals and other composite
materials is an area begging for attention.
Young people entering the industry
see glass cockpits as just another gaming
opportunity. These entrants are coming
to the industry ‘tech savvy’ and the time is
right to design a training regime that meets
the needs of entrants. Similarly air traffic
control requires transformation to meet
expectations. Digital delivery is required for
ATC services in real time.
Acknowledging that certification issues
of aircraft digital devices are costly and
time consuming, Jahn pondered the use of
a device that is not yet certified to be used
within the cockpit environment or on the
hangar floor. In simple terms it resembles a
smartphone or tablet style of device. Alaska
Airlines are already exploring this option
to reduce the paper work required in the
cockpit which can be up to 18kg worth for
an aircraft the size of an A320/B737.

Kiwi initiatives to the fore

New Zealand has the ability
to design the products required
for aviation’s future. It is not
necessary to manufacture in
New Zealand but it is a prime
requirement to develop the
intellectual property. The
industry has a proven track
record and all it requires is
seeding capital to enable our
expertise to remain at the leading edge.
The European Union has a Clean Sky
Joint Technology initiative running from
2008 through to 2017. It’s open to global
participation and has six initiatives to
embrace. These include:
l Smart fixed wing aircraft
l Green recreational aircraft
l Green rotorcraft
l Sustainable green engines
l Green operations
l Eco Design through inspired choice
of materials.
It is through these precepts that the
NASA Green Flight Challenge has been so
successful and Jahn says it is time that New
Zealand technological expertise was more
directly represented.
The NASA Green Flight Challenge
which was in fact won by Pipistrel (flying
200 miles in 2 hours using less than half
a gallon of fuel per occupant) came to
Flair in the form of John McGinnis, who
developed his Synergy aircraft to compete
in the event. KiwiFlyer will report on John’s
very interesting seminar in the December/
January issue.

Slipper
Island
Sections
for Sale
There are just two lots
remaining in what is
a very rare opportunity
to own your own piece
of a sun soaked
private island.
Both have superb
building sites and are a
literal stones throw from
white sandy beaches.
Lot 2 is 4871m2
Lot 9 is 1.3ha
Price by Negotiation
Contact John Hunt
at Bayleys Whitianga
Ph: 027 240 4054
www.bayleys.co.nz

ARDMORE
HANGARAGE
Full Service Hangarage available
now at Ardmore Airport
20m x 5.5m Power Doors
Large Apron
Sealed Taxiway
Long Term or Short Term

Corporate Jet Services Limited
P: (09) 298 6249

If you have a new product and want to tell everyone in the NZ aviation community - Contact KiwiFlyer today on 0800 KFLYER.
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Kiwi Aviator Honoured with International Award
KiwiFlyer is delighted to congratulate Mark Woodhouse for
conducting ground courses for ATPL subjects and instructional
being awarded the Pike Trophy by the Guild of Air Pilots and Air
techniques for the industry, and consulting to the Civil Aviation
Navigators (GAPAN) at a formal awards banquet and ceremony
Authority on syllabus development and flight test standards guides.
held at Guildhall in London on the 27th of October.
He is an A category instructor and civil Flight Examiner with
Mark, who contributes to KiwiFlyer (see his article on the Air
about 16,000 hours flight time. He was awarded the CAA Flight
NZ Aviation Institute in this issue), is known to most everyone
Instructor Award in 2007.
in our aviation industry thanks to his various roles as CFI of
But it is for his outstanding achievements as the Chief Flying
the Walsh Memorial Scout Flying School, Airline Pilot, A Cat
Instructor at the annual Walsh Memorial Scout Flying School for
Instructor, GA Flight Examiner, and owner of training provider
the past 15 years that he is most renown. The ‘Walsh’ is now in
Waypoints Aviation.
its 46th year of safe and
According to the Guild
successful operations.
award descriptions, the
Each year, approximately
Pike Trophy is “Awarded
sixty-five 16 to 19 year-old
to the individual who, in
students, accommodated
the opinion of the Court
in single tents, camp on
of the Guild, has made an
Matamata airfield for
outstanding contribution
two weeks of intensive
to the maintenance of
introduction to flying
high standards of civil
operations.
flying instruction and
Volunteer instructors,
safety, taking into account
from some of the most
working conditions and
experienced in the country,
opportunities.”
to the most junior, give
Mark is the first New
their time and skills freely
Zealander to receive the
to provide the students an
Pike Trophy and is one
outstanding exposure to
of only four or five New
aviation. Most, sometimes
Zealanders to have received
all, of the ab initio students
an award from the Guild
fly their first solo in this
(apart from the Jean Batten Mark Woodhouse receiving the Pike Trophy at the GAPAN Awards Ceremony in London. time.
Memorial Trophy which is for New Zealanders) over the past 70
Mark programmes and manages all flying operations,16
years. Michael Murray from GAPAN says that; “The award of the
aeroplanes, airfield marking and safety protocols, 25 instructors, the
Pike Trophy to Mark Woodhouse is of special significance and
refuelling team, air traffic control liaison, meteorological services
international recognition of his achievements in flying training. It is
liaison and the rescue/fire team. He has written an excellent Flight
not always awarded annually.”
Operations Manual (policy, procedures and rules for ‘the Walsh’)
The Guild of Air Pilots and Air Navigators (GAPAN) was
and a Flight Training Manual Supplement that are second to none
established in 1929, prior to which the future status of air pilots
in New Zealand flying schools. These he reviews and amends as
and air navigators was very much in doubt. The small group of
necessary each year. All this he does voluntarily in his own time.
commercial pilots who formed the Guild were virtually responsible
Intensive operations using parallel runways permit up to 800
for ensuring that their successors enjoyed a professional status, and
hours flying and 8,000 movements at the school during the twoone of the Guild’s objectives has been to foster and improve that
week period, making the grass airfield one of the world’s busiest for
standing. From the beginning the Guild was modelled on the lines
those two weeks of each year. Mark’s impeccable personal example,
of the old City Guilds and Livery Companies and its constitution
decisiveness and leadership style generates spontaneous respect
and by-laws reflect that foundation, although its activities and work
and authority and is manifest in a high standard of discipline and
safety awareness at the school. Given the conditions under which
today is very much contemporary.
he works - a scout camp on a country airfield, with a new team each
GAPAN Citation for Mark’s award
year - the achievement of an immaculate safety record over all these
The following is the actual text from the GAPAN Citation for
years can be laid squarely at his feet.
Mark’s award. It’s a glowing testimonial for an aviation professional
Mark Woodhouse has made, and continues to make, an
and enthusiast who contributes extensively to flight instruction and
exceptional contribution to the maintenance of high standards of
safety in New Zealand.
civil flying instruction and safety and is accordingly awarded the
Pike Trophy.”
“Since graduating as a Qualified Flying Instructor in the RNZAF
in 1988, Mark Woodhouse has clearly established himself among
Mark however, humbly sums up the honour, saying that “I
the elite in the aviation training community in New Zealand. Since
don’t see myself as any different to an infinite number of Senior
leaving the RNZAF, he has served as the Chief Flying Instructor
Instructors in New Zealand. I see this award more as international
at the Massey University School of Aviation and as a training
recognition for aviation training in New Zealand.”
Captain on the Saab 340 with Air Nelson. During this time he also
Congratulations Mark. Very well deserved.
established, and maintains, a very sound reputation for writing and
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Aviation Industry Showcased during Rugby World Cup
SEVERAL events to help promote our aviation
industry to overseas visitors were organised
during the Rugby World Cup.
Aviation talents were highlighted through
various events in the REAL New Zealand
Showcase, and via the NZ 2011 Business Club,
with those attending having a great time in the
process.

rugby team, hosted in Blenheim. It was a
gesture clearly appreciated by the Russians, who
enjoyed clambering around displayed aircraft
painted in Russian colours. To make the most
of the visitors passing through, the centre also
hosted two open days, attracting at least 800
people to the museum.
Vintage Aircraft Adventures

In Gore, Croydon Air Services had keen
interest from passers-by in its vintage aircraft.
Historic de Havilland aircraft are crafted and
restored at Mandeville Airfield. While some
were happy simply to see the vintage aircraft up
close, others seized the opportunity to go for a
joy ride in an aircraft older than themselves.

Ardmore Airport

New Zealand’s busiest airport by aircraft
movement, Ardmore Airport “Welcomed the
World” for an evening. Representatives from its
aviation businesses met with the visitors, who
were also able to see the large collection of
Warbirds based at the airfield.
Flair 2011

This three-day event at Te Kowhai was
designed to illustrate the breadth of aviation
innovation in NZ and included 9 product
launches. KiwiFlyer will profile several of these
in future issues.

Wairarapa Vintage Wings and Wine

Over the weekend of October 8–9, 30
people from Wellington, Hamilton, Auckland,
Germany and Australia, enjoyed a meandering
journey through aviation history. They visited
Masterton’s The Vintage Aviator collection at
Hood Aerodrome, then moved onto the Old
Stick & Rudder Company to see classic WWII
fighters.

Visitors at The Vintage Aviator in Masterton.

Knights of the Sky

Members of the Russian rugby team checking
out a Yak-3 at Omaka.

These events and the hospitality extended
towards Rugby World Cup visitors by New
Zealand’s aviation industry are sure to have created a good
impression with those who attended and will hopefully have left
both our own and visiting companies with plenty of leads to follow
up on for future business opportunities.

Advertise
Here

The Omaka Aviation Heritage Centre near
Blenheim changed its ‘Knights of the Sky’
exhibition to pay homage to the visiting Russian
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A space this size is available from only $75+gst.
Reach thousands of aviation enthusiasts including
every aircraft operator and aviation business in NZ.
The December/January issue deadline is 4th Dec.
E: editor@kiwiflyer.co.nz
P: 0800 KFLYER (0800 535 937)
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Would you like to see a profile on your business in KiwiFlyer? Call us on 0800 535937 to discuss options.
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Ex-pat Kiwi Eyes NZ for Helicopter Flying School
AN ex-pat New Zealander now living in
Hawaii recently took the opportunity of
a Rugby World Cup visit to scout out a
potential helicopter flying school.
Michael Burgess is currently completing
his training for a commercial rating with
Mauna Loa Helicopters at Kona Airport,
Hawaii, and, on behalf of the flight school
is eyeing opportunities to set up a similar
school in New Zealand. “New Zealand
would be a great place to set up,” he says.
“The training here is as rigorous as any
around the world and the New Zealand
Government is supportive of foreign
students, so it’s less of a hassle for them to
come here to learn compared to the United
States or Australia. Also, New Zealand is
a cheaper place to train than, say, Australia
and not much more than the United States.
For flying students, coming to train here
would be a good investment.”
Michael is well trained to recognise a
good investment when he sees one. After
growing up in Auckland, he qualified as a
chartered accountant and left New Zealand
in 1997 for a high-level career in banking
that took him to London, Zurich, Geneva,
New York and Dubai.

industry who might be able to help me.
While he’s currently following his
Without being a Business Club member,
passion and devoting time to becoming a
they might not have taken a meeting with
qualified pilot, he still has his eyes open for
me. But being able to grab their attention
what would make a good return. “What my
while they had a
investors want to set
beer in their hand
up would be a large
has been a great
helicopter school –
advantage. For me it
with maybe around
made total sense to
50 full-time students.
mix in some business
If you bring in 50
while I was back here
foreign students,
for the Rugby World
each of them would
Cup.”
probably spend
While Michael
about $50,000 each
says any decisions
a year, so that’s a
about where to set
significant boost for
Michael Burgess during his visit to Ardmore
the local economy.”
up the school are
Michael is a member of the NZ 2011
a way off, he believes New Zealand is a
Business Club, which connects up New
good place for it. “New Zealand’s aviation
Zealand business people with like-minded
industry is looking really strong. In the
United States, New Zealanders have a good
visitors, usually in relaxed social events
hosted by the local businesses. While he has
reputation – everyone likes the ‘can do’
attitude and that we do things to a very
been here, Michael has been hosted at the
high standard, so I think my investors see
Rotorua International Airport, Ardmore
this is a good investment possibility.
Airport and Flair 2011, where he connected
For more information, Michael can be
up with aviation contacts.
contacted by email:
“The Business Club has certainly made
michaelburgess@hotmail.com
it easier for me to talk to people in the

Kannad 406 MHz PLB

+
+

INFLATABLE
Lifejacket for
CAA Part 91
/ Part 135
fitted with a
CAA accepted
lifejacket light

All for only

$789
including GST

Available while stocks last. RRP = $898, Save $109 !
Phone 07 543 0075 or Email: sales@aviationsafety.co.nz

www.aviationsafety.co.nz
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Places to Go - Waihi Beach
This month’s Places to Go is about Waihi beach. Who better to write the article
than a keen aviation enthusiast who lives and flies out of the area,
Cliff McChesney. Enjoy the read and remember if you would like to learn
more about a particular airfield for ‘Places to Go’, please let the Editor know
for a future issue.
Ruth Presland (Places To Go Correspondent).

Products and Services

Contributed by Cliff McChesney

Getting there

Waihi Beach Airfield is located at the southern end of Waihi
Beach Township. The strip is well maintained by owners and a
group of local aviators. It does become boggy in winter so if
you are planning on flying in, then it will pay to check NOTAM’s
and also phone the number in the AIP for a briefing about the
IF WALKS are your thing then Waihi
condition of the strip.
Beach airfield is the right place to fly to.
Summer or winter, it is prudent to stick
A 45 minute walk along a well maintained
to the crowned centre line, as the areas
track from the northern end of Waihi
outside this can be soft and undulating.
Beach will take you through some stunning
Waihi Beach will predominantly have a
vantage points to a rather secluded
cross wind that can make it somewhat
Orokawa Bay. This walk is suitable for all
challenging for the low time aviator, with
with a moderate level of fitness. The start
31 being the preferred runway as this is
and end are the only sections that require a
more often than not slightly more into
few more horsepower but aren’t too steep.
wind. A curved approach is necessary to
Waihi Township has many attractions
avoid overflying the houses at Athenree
including some of the best short walks
Heights. Care must be taken in strong
anywhere in New Zealand. If you have
westerly winds as the new hangars place
the time, take the Waihi Gold Mine Tour
you in the lee of these on short finals
which costs $28 per person for the 1.5
to runway 31 and sometimes in strong
hour trip. The tour commences from the
westerlies it may pay to do a non standard
information centre at the top of the main
right hand approach onto 31. This will cut
street. You will be taken to the pit rim and
your ground speed and give a much tidier
explained the history of mining in Waihi
approach than being pushed along on the
and from there you will be bussed to the
standard left hand base turn.
processing plant and new underground
The strip is 600 meters in length, but
mining entrance.
as it crosses a road you need to time
If you have done this as a morning tour
your approach with the road traffic to
then you will have time to catch the train
avoid giving them a fright or taking out
from the Waihi Railway Station. A thirty
your undercarriage on a truck! Despite
minute trip of nostalgia will see you at the
the hangars looking very close there is
Waikino Railway Station and Cafe. They
plenty of wingtip clearance to land on the
serve good food here for your sustenance.
crowned centre line, the only exception
A five minute stroll under State Highway 2
being if there is a plane parked outside
brings you to the Victoria Stamper Battery.
one of the hangars. Having landed, make
Here you will find sign boards which
sure to taxi back on the centre line. Many
reveal the history of gold and previous
pilots have needed to be towed from the
processing through the use of cyanide and
mire that waits to the sides of the centre
huge stamper batteries.
line! Several will likely read this and put
If you want more walking then a 5 km
their hand up to say they agree with that
walk will take you to the entrance of the
statement having been there done that!
rail tunnel that passes 1 km under part of
Sadly, the Swell Cafe has closed but
the Kaimai Range. This is now set up as
there are rumours that a couple of
Top: Waihi Beach airfield. Middle: Planes and people at interested parties may be looking at a new
a dedicated walking / cycling track. You
the airfield. Lower: The airfield is 5 miles SE of the ‘pit’, venture there. If you plan to stay overnight
can do a loop track that will bring you
which is itself only 300m from the Town Centre.
back without the need to pass through the
then there are a couple of options close
tunnel twice. Lighting through the tunnel has removed most of the
by. The Sea Air Motels are just 250 meters from the airfield and
bogey men that once lived there! The ‘Windows Walk’ is a must
the second option is Beaches Motel, 1.9 km along Seaforth Road
before you leave the area. Again, it can be completed as a loop in as
toward Waihi Beach Township.
little as 45 minutes. You will need a torch on this section of track
Cafes are a bit further to walk to with the closest being The
as some of the tunnels are 40 meters or so and tend to be rather
Porch in Wilson Road at 2.8 km. If you fancy a walk along the
dark when your eyes are not adjusted from the bright light prior to
beach toward the north, you will come across the Flat White Cafe
entering. You will be rewarded with spectacular ‘window’ views high
3.6 km toward the main end of the beach. The cafe has stunning
above the Waitawheta River. A number of swing bridges cross the
views of Mayor Island and is well worth the visit.
river on your journey.
If you do plan to stay, then there is much to see and do in the
As you can see there are plenty of things to do in the Waihi /
local area. Talk to the local pilots, they will be more than happy to
Waihi Beach area. There is also good fishing and golf to be had
offer advice for an enjoyable stay, and even collect you from the
nearby so you really need to pick a fine spell and plan on staying a
airfield if you give them a bit of notice.
few days.
We look forward to seeing you.
Cliff McChesney
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Aviation Photography Feature

Contributed by Chris Gee

WELCOME TO episode seven of the KiwiFlyer Aviation
only be able to get shutter speeds of less than 30 seconds without
Photography series. So far we have covered much of the theory,
overexposing your image. You also need the landing and navigation
techniques and equipment you need to come to grips with in order
lights on the aircraft to be much brighter than the background for
to photograph aircraft during the day, but what about after the
long exposures to work, so the darker the sky the better.
sunlight disappears? Do you really need to pack away your camera,
Usually with low light photography you first decide how long
get in the car and drive home? Certainly not! In fact I often wait
you want your shutter open for to capture the action you want, and
until the sun is just about to slide under the horizon before I even
work out your aperture and ISO to match that. If it’s an airplane
venture out.
taking off you may only need 30 seconds, but for an image of an
During the day you are usually trying to capture an image of
aircraft’s entire short finals and landing you may need 5 minutes. If
the aircraft itself,
you want to see the
sharp, in focus and
stars move as the
detailed. However
earth spins beneath
the limited light at
as several aircraft
night allows you
land then you may
to take an entirely
need to leave your
different kind of
shutter open for up
image, where you
to 30minutes!
capture in a single
Equipment
frame the period of
There are
time and space that
a plethora of
the aircraft moves
problems that you
through as it goes
need to resolve to
about its business.
leave your shutter
If you plan it right,
open for extended
you might also get
periods of time,
some ground traffic
and some special
or stars moving in
equipment is
your image to add
needed for it to be
an even more unique
successful. The first
perspective.
hurdle to overcome
While many of
A Dash-8 takes off from Wellington Airport just after sunset. It is easy for that nice blue sky to turn
is camera shake! No
the rules you have
completely white if you leave your shutter open for too long… (ISO100, f22, 20 seconds, 18mm)
matter what you are
learnt to apply
leaning on, or how steady you think your grip is, there is just no
will be thrown out the window during night photography, the
way to you can keep a camera perfectly steady for anything more
basic principles remain the same: Your exposure will always be a
than 1/16th of a second without a tripod. There are various types
controlled via a combination of Aperture, Shutter Speed and ISO
of tripod available, but heavier is always better as far as stability is
sensitivity (See episode 1 for more detail). During the day you
concerned. Many tripods come with a small hook under the base
are trying to get as much light as possible into your camera, but
you can use to hang your camera bag off to add more weight to
at night you are often after the opposite effect. Trying to carry
setup. It only takes a small amount of wind to ruin your image
out a 10-minute exposure in broad daylight would be impossible.
with vibrations, so make sure you have your tripod legs spread
This would simply overexpose the image resulting in a picture that
as wide as possible. Unless you are trying to shoot over a fence
was virtually all white. Even using filters, with your ISO all the
or other obstruction keep the tripod low, since when you have
way down, and your aperture closed down to f22, you would still
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your tripod extended all the way up
its centre of gravity also goes up
which reduces the stability. There
are many different kinds of ‘Heads’
available to attach your camera to
the tripod, some are ‘Ball heads’ or
complex 3 axis rotating mechanisms.
I use an expensive ‘joystick’ style
grip on a ball head, but have found
it to be unreliable and sometimes
when you are shooting vertically
(portrait format) the weight of the
camera will cause it to droop slightly
during the exposure. This is almost
imperceptible to the naked eye but
it’s enough to ruin the sharpness
of an image. (With the birth of
our beautiful identical twin girls my
priorities have changed and I have
forbidden myself from buying more
camera gear for a while, so I am stuck
with it...) Sometimes, especially when
using a very wide angle lens, you can
find that you need to get your camera
as low to the ground as possible, so
expect to spend some time kneeling
on the cold ground as you try to get
you eye to the viewfinder.
A wide-angle lens may be
necessary to capture enough sky
for your aircraft to fly through, but
make sure if your lens has Vibration
Reduction or Image Stabilisation
you turn this off! If left on, with
the camera firmly held in place on
a tripod, the servos and gyros that
usually keep your camera steady in
your hand will infact induce their
own vibration into the image.
For very long exposures you also
need a Remote Shutter Release, either
a wireless or IR remote, or a physical
cable release. These perform two
functions for you. The first is that
they stop any vibration occurring
from the simple act of hitting the
shutter release button. It’s important
to be able to initiate and end your
exposure without physically touching
your camera. Many cameras only
allow a shutter release of less than
30 seconds. In order to get more you
have to use ‘Bulb – Release’ mode.
In this mode your first click of the
shutter release will start the exposure,
and the second will end it. Using this
mode it is essential to have a remote
shutter release, and you will need to
keep a stopwatch handy in order time
how long you have left the shutter
open for. Your shutter only needs
to be open for a few seconds too

Two 737’s come into land at Wellington Airport. You can see
clearly how much the Earth spins about its axis under the stars
during the exposure. (ISO 200, f9, >1024 seconds,24mm)

long for your image to become overexposed, whether it’s from light that
comes from streetlights, city lights or
runway lights.
Another problem is that the action
of the mirror opening and closing on
your DSLR can induce a small amount
of vibration, so many cameras give
you a ‘mirror-up’ mode. The mirror is
what reflects the image from behind
the lens into the viewfinder. In mirrorup mode, your first tap on the shutter
release will raise the mirror, and from
that point on there will be nothing
visible through your viewfinder. The
second tap on the shutter release will
initiate your actual exposure, but it
is best to wait a few seconds for the
vibrations from the mirror coming up
to disappear before you click it. This
means that using Mirror-Up mode and
Bulb release mode require three clicks
for each exposure: The first click to
raise the mirror, second to initiate the
exposure, and the third to finish it.
Some cameras, when faced with
an open shutter and very low light
for a long time, will produce random
coloured pixels in the image, which
can be very difficult to get rid of. The
amount of time you can leave your
shutter open will depend on your
camera. Generally a full frame DSLR
will work much better than one with a
cropped sensor, but new technologies
are improving this.
Planning

The combination of air and ground traffic can make for a striking
image. The area I took this image from is now restricted access
with no photography allowed since it backs onto the Weta Digital
building… Would it not be a better idea for them to put up some
curtains in their windows? (ISO 100, f8, 20 Seconds, 10mm)

It’s very important to do some
reconnaissance on the area you want to
shoot from during daylight hours. Will
it be safe to get there at night? Where
are you going to leave your car? Is
there any private or restricted property
you need permission to cross? It’s very
difficult to explain the ins and outs of
low-light photography to a security
guard who has found you kneeling
over a tripod in a restricted area at
10pm…
Its important to pick the time of
day carefully, since not all darkness
is equal once your have your shutter
open for long periods. There are two
main reasons you will find it easier to
take long exposures of aircraft during
the night just after it gets dark, rather
than early in the morning before the
sun begins to rise. The first, and most
obvious, reason is that because of
noise pollution restrictions you will
find much less, if any, aircraft traffic

KiwiFlyer is focused on the New Zealand aviation marketplace. Call us to discuss how we can help your business.
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Low-Light Action
between 11pm and 6am! The other is that even though you can’t
Sometimes you are forced to try to take an action shot of a
see it with the naked eye, the light from the sun that is still over the
moving airplane in very low light. This is more common nowadays
horizon will begin to cause a blue tinge to appear on the horizon in
as more airshows introduce ‘Twilight’ Displays in the early evening.
your long exposure. This can be used to good effect though if you
While this can look amazing to the human eye, it can be very
are careful. It’s very hard to judge how quickly the light is increasing
difficult to photograph. In order to do this you will need to use a
in the morning. Your exposure of 10 minutes may be perfect at
reasonably fast shutter speed as you would in the day, and try to
3.45am, but by 4am this length may overexpose your image. I find
get as much light as possible into your camera by using maximum
it’s much easier to shoot at night, when the sky is only going to get
aperture (f2.8 if your
darker and you can leave
lens is good enough) and
your shutter open longer
raising your ISO as much
and longer…
as your camera will allow
Depending on what
before the image becomes
image you are after, you
unusable. You’ll remember
may or may not want a
from previous episodes
full moon to be present. A
that as you increase your
full moon can be great for
ISO setting, the image
lighting up the airfield and
will become more and
surrounding area, but can
more ‘grainy’ or ‘pixilated’.
also lead over-exposing your
Technology is rapidly
image. Try and treat the
improving in this regard
moon as you would the sun
however. On my old Nikon
during the day, and keep it
D200, images became
behind you. If you are really
grainy at anything above
lucky though, you might
800 ISO. With my next
be able to photograph an
main camera (a Nikon
aircraft flying across the
D300S) I could use 1600
moon. This will require a
An Air New Zealand ATR 72 is forced to perform a go around while attempting to land at ISO at the most. Now, with
lot of patience, some mad
dashing here and there with Wellington Airport. A Sounds Air Cessna Caravan had engine trouble just as it was about the new full frame D700 I
to take off, forcing the ATR to abort its landing. (ISO200, f14, 181 seconds, 24mm)
can use up to 3200, or 6400
your tripod and zoom lens,
at a pinch. (I wish I had had this camera at the previous airshows!).
and a lot of luck, as you try to get the aircrafts path to intercept the
This ability does not seem to be price dependant, as there is a
moon. You also want to ‘freeze’ the aircraft flying in front of the
new Nikon D7000 (1/3 the price of the D700!), which has just as
moon, so you need to use a fast shutter speed. Thankfully the moon
good ISO sensitivity. I imagine the same goes for Canon and other
is bright, and if you spot meter off the moon itself you will find
cameras. Photographing moving targets in twilight is very difficult,
you can get a healthy 1/500s @ISO 200 at f4.
as your autofocus will find it hard to lock on. Just take lots and lots
The weather will also play a big part in your decision about
of images, hopefully a few will be sharp and in focus!
whether to venture out or not. If you are trying to get stars in your
It can take a lot of trial and error to get your long exposure
image, then clouds are a no-no, but if you are just trying to get
correct, so take practice images whether there are aircraft involved
aircraft landing and taking off then the clouds can create a dramatic
or not. That way when you see or hear an aircraft taxiing out to
background as they are lit underneath from the city lights.
take off, or see its distant landing lights as its undercarriage comes
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All prices are +GST
and subject to exchange
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l
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down, you will be all ready to go. It can be nerve racking as you sit there
with your shutter open, unable to touch the camera and hoping you got
the exposure right. As always there are never any real rules with regards
to composition, but it can be good to use some of the same techniques
you would when taking landscape or astronomy photos. Since your aircraft
will be a simple blur of lights, you may want to have something interesting
and stationary in the foreground. Hopefully some of the surrounding
landscape and lights from traffic on the ground can be incorporated into
your photo. If you have a remote flash you could even take a ghostly image
of yourself in the scene.
Putting theory into practice

Let’s run through an example of how to execute your shot. Lets say you
are perched on a hill off to one end of the runway overlooking the airport,
and you have your camera positioned to capture aircraft both taking off
and landing. The sun has just gone down and there is a nice blue tinge
fading over the horizon. You have worked out that in order to capture one
aircraft landing and another taking off, you need to leave your shutter open
for 10 minutes (this is where a schedule of flights comes in handy!). Your
first practice shot at Shutter: 10mins, ISO 200, f4 is very overexposed,
with the runway lights, horizon and city lights totally overtaking the image.
During your next test shots you need to keep your shutter speed the same,
so to decrease the amount of light entering the camera you gradually
narrow the aperture, eventually settling on f8. Finally you see a 737 taxiing
out, and the landing lights of an incoming aircraft also. (If you’re a real
geek you will have a scanner tuned into air traffic control!). Click – the
mirror goes up. Wait five seconds, Click – the exposure is begun, you set
your timer, then stand around shuffling your feet trying to stay warm for
10 minutes, maybe listening to some music to keep yourself entertained,
Bling Bling the alarm goes off, Click – end the exposure, now you can
touch your camera again to review your image. Great shot!

I spent hours trying to get this shot, eventually giving up on the tripod
and capturing it hand held. (ISO 200, f4.8, 1/1000 sec, 340mm)

Auckland’s Sky Tower is framed by the cabin structure and instruments,
adding a sense of place to the image. (ISO3200, f4, 1/15 sec, 24mm)

Night photography from the aircraft

You can also enjoy some great night photography from inside the
aircraft, especially around bigger towns and cities. Here though, there is
no point in weighing down the tripod for a long exposure, you’ll have to
make do with a relatively fast shutter speed, high ISO rating, and lots of
images. Hopefully in one or two of them, the shake from hand holding the
camera will be nicely synchronised with the movement and vibration of
the aircraft, and you will have a (relatively) blur free shot.
You can follow much of the advice from our air to air photography
article (episode six in the last issue) to help your chances of obtaining a
good image. If you’re going out especially then have a pre-flight briefing
with the pilot (yes, you really should take a pilot with you) so there is a
good understanding of your requirements for smooth and slow flight, the
scenery you are after, and how you need to be positioned.
Including some part of the cockpit or instruments in the image can
make for a very interesting picture. This also provides the option to have
either the instruments or the scenery in focus. Remember the golden
rule of taking photos of instrumention though - check that they were all
showing what they ‘should’ be before you publish the image. The pilot
won’t thank you for accidentally telling tales on him!
All the images at right were taken from a Hughes 300 helicopter over
Auckland on a clear winter evening. They are a little pixelated and grainy if
enlarged, but considering the difficulties of vibration and a fairly cramped
cockpit, they came out well.
We hope this has motivated you to try some of the different perspectives
that night photography offers. If you would like to review any of our past
aviation photography articles, they can all be downloaded from
www.kiwiflyer.co.nz. Visit Chris Gee’s website to see more examples of his
photography at www.stereoimage.co.nz
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In this image, the instruments were kept in focus, allowing the lights of
the city to blur. (ISO3200, f4, 1/15 sec, 24mm)

A view from the harbour back across the city. Note the deceiving
artificial horizon caused by the lights. (ISO3200, f4, 1/15 sec, 24mm)
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Contributed by Frank Parker

THE TIME between World Wars I and II is regarded as the
Golden Age of Aviation. It was a time of adventure, record
breaking flights, the development of the first commercially viable
airliners and major advances in aeronautics, culminating in the
development of the jet engine. The period transformed aviation
from the curiosity of the Barnstormers in their war surplus aircraft
to one of the great industries of the 20th Century.

for service in the Great War and for Ellen, life in the city became
a financial challenge with the family eventually drifting from one
dour lodging to the next. Nonetheless she instilled in her daughter a
competitive spirit to compete in a male dominated world.
Jean’s early exposure to aviation as an eight year old was a visit
to Kohimarima beach, base of operations of the Walsh Brothers
Flying School. Along with her brothers she was invited to ‘look’
into the cockpit of the flying boat, an event which seems to have
triggered her imagination
Notable ‘feats’ of the
and perhaps affirmed her
period include:
zest for the adventures
1919 John Alcock
to follow. Lindbergh’s
and Arthur Brown fly the
Atlantic flight in 1927
Atlantic in a modified
further inspired her
Vickers Vimy bomber.
yearn to fly, a yearning
1927 Lindbergh’s solo
supported by her mother
trans Atlantic flight.
who took her to Sydney
1928 Kingsfordin 1929 where she flew
Smith’s first trans Pacific
with Kingsford-Smith.
flight from USA to
In 1930 Jean and Ellen
Australia and first trans
journeyed to London,
Tasman flights.
ostensibly to further Jean’s
1929 Jimmy Doolittle
Liz Needham (front) with Edith Robinson as co-pilot prior to the Auckland Airport flypast.
study, however, Jean took
makes the first ‘blind’
the opportunity and learnt
take-off and landing,
to fly at the London
thereby proving the
Aeroplane Club, achieving
viability of ‘Instrument
her ‘A’ licence within 12
Flight’.
months.
1930 Amy Johnson,
Jean set her sights on
first solo flight from
Amy Johnson’s England
England to Australia by a
to Australia record. Her
woman.
first attempt to challenge
1931 Wiley Post (who
it in a deHavilland
was blind in one eye) with
Gypsy Moth ended in
navigator Harold Galley
disaster following an
sets a ‘round the world’
engine failure and crash
record of 8 days, 15 hours
near Karachi. Charles
and 51 minutes.
75 years later to the hour, Liz leads a formation of Harvards above Auckland Airport in
Wakefield, head of the
1932 Amelia Earhart
commemoration of Jean Batten’s historic flight from England to New Zealand.
Castrol Oil Company
becomes the first woman
agreed to sponsor a second attempt and another Gypsy Moth
to fly the Atlantic solo from Newfoundland to Ireland.
was sourced for 240 pounds. This adventure stalled near Rome
1935 Howard Hughes sets a landplane speed record of 352
with another crash landing. Jean returned the aircraft to England,
MPH, faster than contemporary military designs.
borrowed a set of lower wings and set out once more on the 8th
of May making Darwin in 14 days 22 ½ hours, beating Amy’s
Jane Gardner Batten was born in Rotorua on the evening of
record by over four days. She became a celebrity in Australia and
15th September 1909 to Fred and Ellen, joining two older brothers.
New Zealand and following a return flight to the UK was similarly
She became known as Jean after an uncle taught her the rhyme
received in England.
‘bonny Jean fro Aberdeen’ supposedly in a broad Scots accent. Life
Seeking further challenge, Jean was able to finance a Percival
in Rotorua was agreeable thou frugal, as was the norm for those
Gull 6 at a cost of 2000 pounds. In November 1935 she flew from
years. At age five the family moved to Auckland, Fred volunteered
THE PERCIVAL GULL first flew in 1932. It was built by the
Percival Aircraft Company which was established by Edgar Percival
and EBW Leake. The aircraft was designed by Percival and was
heavily influenced by the earlier ‘Hendy 302’, an aircraft Edgar
had owned and flown. It was of classic period construction, wood
frame covered with fabric and available in several variants and with
several different engines. Jean Batten’s aircraft G-ADRR was a
Gull-6 with a 200 hp (150 KW) Gypsy 6 engine. It is displayed in
the departure area of Auckland International Airport
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England to South America. In Brazil, Argentina and Uruguay she
was feted by Presidents and Society alike.
Following a brief period of seclusion in the English countryside
she emerged for her greatest long distance flight from England to
New Zealand in 11 days 45 minutes, touching down at Mangere
Airfield at approximately 10 minutes past 5 on October 16th, 1936.
Jean’s main accomplishments were:
1934 England to Australia and return.
1935 First woman to fly the South Atlantic.
1936 First flight England to New Zealand.
1937 Jean’s last long distance flight Australia to England.
Jean had a close relationship with her mother Ellen throughout
her life. Her personal life was marred with tragedy and in the late
1930’s both Ellen and Jean drifted into seclusion leading a nomadic
life around Europe. Ellen died at Tenerife, Spain in 1966. In the
late 1960s Jean re-emerged into public life with mixed success.
In 1982 she advised her publisher of a new address, her final
correspondence. She died following complications from a dog bite,
a result of her ‘alternative’ approach to medicine and was buried in
a paupers grave in Majorca in 1983.
In 1977, NZ Warbirds members, Edith Robinson and Liz
Needham met Jean when she flew to Auckland to open an Aviation
Pioneers Hall at MOTAT.
Edith and Liz were determined that the 75th Anniversary of
Jean’s landing at Mangere should be recognised and so a flypast
was arranged. A formation of four Harvards (which co-incidentally
celebrated a 75th anniversary in 2009) led by Liz with Edith as
co-pilot flew from Ardmore to Auckland City and over Auckland
Airport before returning to Ardmore. While the intention was to
overfly the Airport at 1710, the exigencies of air traffic control
meant we were five minutes early, not at all up to Jean’s navigation
standards !
The golden age where individuals could afford adventure was
overtaken by the pace of technical development through WW
II. On October 14th 1947 Yeager broke the sound barrier in
the Bell X-1, as records and exploration became the preserve of
Governments – with their taxpayer support.
That is until Richard Branson appeared on the scene and decided
space travel could be made affordable to all comers – but that’s
another story.
Cheers, frankly @xtra.co.nz.
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Introducing the KiwiFlyer Guide to Flight Training
WELCOME to the KiwiFlyer Guide
to Flight Training in New Zealand. This
special annual supplement includes
articles related to flight training as well
as profiles and advice from a number of
flight training providers from around the
country. Participants in this Guide cover a
very broad spectrum of aviation in New
Zealand and readers will find a wealth of
opportunity for flight training whether it be
a microlight certificate for Sunday flying,
a PPL to take the family on holiday by
helicopter, a taildragger or gyroplane rating,
through to fully structured programmes
designed to place the career pilot in
immediate employment as soon as their
qualifications are completed.
Air New Zealand recently provided
a definition for “Preferred Pilot”
recruitment and announced a partnership
with (currently) five New Zealand Flight
Training Organisations. Mark Woodhouse
describes their new appraoch in detail
within these pages.
Also in this supplement is an article on
CRM (Crew Resource Management) in
the Wire and Obstruction Environment
Training. KiwiFlyer attended a recent
course run by world renowned expert
in this field, Bob Feerst from Utilities/
Aviation Specialists.
We were also fortunate to attend the Yak
Formation Team training weekend held
in New Plymouth at the start of October
and have included some highlights and
interviews from those three days in the
following pages.
More than 1000 copies of this issue
of the magazine are being sent to Careers
Officers at every Secondary School in New
Zealand and students interested in aviation
will find plenty of options to consider
from the information within. Training is no
longer limited to just practical and theory
tuition either. Academic opportunities
abound for University degrees in aviation
disciplines that can extend all the way to
Doctorate level research. Massey University
School of Aviation is in fact celebrating
their 25 year Jubilee in 2012, for which
Anke Smith has contributed an entertaining
article on the School’s history.
There is also much included for existing
pilots to consider in terms of getting
current for summer or refreshing and
extending skills to a higher level.
Even those who might not be
immediately interested in training for
themselves should find it interesting to
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look through this guide and observe the
many and varied training approaches that
are available. The range extends from small
companies and personal one-on-one tuition
through to large corporates with fleets of
aircraft, an array of lecture facilities and
purpose built student accommodation, and
everything in between.
In most cases, participants in the guide
provided their own material for publishing
and often are speaking directly to
prospective students. Several have taken the

opportunity to tell of student achievements
that they are justifiably proud of.
Our industry is a close one and word
of mouth is a frequent and trusted form
of recommendation. Even if additional or
currency training is not immediately for
you; if someone asks for your advice on
matters of training, please refer them to
this Guide and support those organisations
who have taken the time and effort to
become involved with it. The Guide is also
available for download from our website.

Start your Aviation Career with
Flight Training Professionals

BAY FLIGHT AVIATION

PPL / CPL / MEIR / Instructor Ratings
Come and see us at Tauranga City Airport
Inspections are welcome
Enquire now about our Multi Engine Instrument Packages
Technologically advanced glass-cockpit twin engine aircraft
Redbird motion simulator
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Ardmore Helicopters offer Commercial Experience
that helps to get careers off the ground
CHOOSING THE RIGHT helicopter
training organisation is perhaps the single
most important decision you will ever make
in your flying career. Getting a Commercial
Pilots Licence (CPL) is the “easy” part.
Finding a company that will employ you
as a low hour pilot is where the difficulty
begins. These days, commercial operators
aren’t just interested in the number of
hours you have. What they are really
interested in is your commercial experience,
and this is where Ardmore Helicopters
Limited can help.
Ardmore Helicopters is the only training
school that has an Air Operators Certificate
(CAR Part 135/119). This Certificate
permits us to conduct Air Transport and
Commercial Transport flights for “hire or
reward”. Our commercial pilots regularly
carry out scenic tours, banner towing,
photography, frost protection, passenger
transfers, heli-surfing and more. Only
companies that have an Air Operators
Certificate can conduct these flights, and it
is the experience that our graduates obtain
from these flights, which helps kick start
their careers and separate them
from “the rest”.
Ardmore Helicopters is renowned for
our relaxed and friendly atmosphere. Our
experienced instructors take a personal
approach to student training offering
one-on-one tuition. Frank Parker, who
owns and manages the company, has been
involved in the industry for over 30 years
and has an extensive background in the
military and civil sectors. Frank holds an
A-Category Instructor’s Rating and a range
of Civil Aviation Authority (CAA) flight
testing privileges.
All training programmes are tailored to
suit individual needs. Ardmore Helicopters
is approved by the NZ CAA and NZQA to
offer private and professional pilot training.
We offer a comprehensive range of training
options from Private Pilot through to
Commercial Pilot, as well as Basic Gas
Turbine Ratings and Instructor Ratings. As
we are NZQA approved, student loans may

FLIGHT TRAINING
THEORY COURSES
TYPE RATINGS
S300 R22 R44 B206
CHARTER . SCENICS
PHOTOGRAPHY
SURFING . BANNERS

Ph/Fax: 09 298 1899
or 0508 CHOPPER
E: info@chopper.co.nz

We offer professional training in a
friendly and relaxed environment
where graduates may also participate
in our commercial operations.
Call us for an information pack or
a trial flight to start your career today.

www.chopper.co.nz
Providing Personalised Training to Private and Commercial Pilots for over 20 years

be available if certain criteria are met.
The company fleet includes a Schweizer
300CB, two Schweizer 300CBis, Robinson
R22 and R44 and a Bell 206 Jet Ranger.
Ardmore Helicopters has built a reputation
for training pilots to a high standard and for
maximising the employment prospects of
our students. This is particularly important
in an industry where employment is very
competitive and jobs are often obtained
solely through reputation and word
of mouth. Pilots trained by Ardmore
Helicopters can be found in all parts of
the industry in New Zealand and around
the world including tourism, agriculture,
commercial, special operations, corporate
and rescue work.
Prospective students sometimes like to

talk to past students who are now flying
professionally and Ardmore Helicopters are
very happy to put you in touch with them.
If you have ever wondered about
becoming a helicopter pilot then try an
Introductory Flight Lesson. This is where
you’ll spend time on the ground learning
about the aircraft, then take to the sky
with an instructor for a local flight. Once
airborne, the controls will be yours for
some basic manoeuvres and on returning to
the airfield your instructor will demonstrate
an autorotation (landing without engine
power). We conclude with you trying your
hand at hovering. Most students are still
smiling from this experience a week later.
If you think helicopter flying is for you,
come out to our base at Ardmore Airfield
for a coffee and chat. We
look forward to meeting you.
Phone us on 0508 CHOPPER
or visit www.chopper.co.nz
At left: Advanced flying
opportunities are only a short
distance away from Ardmore
Helicopters’ base at Ardmore.

P: 07 575 2747 E: fly@bayflight.co.nz www.bayflight.co.nz
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Receive Personalised Training in new aircraft
at Ardmore Flying School
WHETHER YOU ARE choosing aviation as a career or simply
airspace for flight training exercises, plus numerous regional airports
for the sheer thrill of flying, selecting the right school is vital to
and local aerodromes for use in cross-country flying. The training
your success. Ardmore Flying School’s large, modern fleet of
area and surrounding districts also offer diverse topographic and
fixed wing and helicopter aircraft includes 17 R model Cessna
climatic conditions, which reinforce student aviator exposure to the
172 aircraft. These new
real world and varied flight
planes have been purchased
conditions.
over the last 9 years, direct
Our fleet and training
from the Cessna Factory.
facilities consist of:
Combined with our suite
l Modern buildings,
of Frasca flight simulators
lecture and recreational
and a policy of one-on-one
facilities.
training, Ardmore Flying
l Garmin 1000 avionics
School becomes one of the
transition training.
few schools in the Pacific
l 17 new R model
Rim that is able to offer
Cessna172R’s
personalised programs using
(including 5 aircraft
new aircraft.
equipped with Garmin
The majority of Ardmore
1000 glass cockpits).
Flying School’s students are
l 2 Beechcraft Duchess
of New Zealand origin but
with Garmin 430 GPS
there are also students from
/ Sandel HSI.
The fleet includes 17 Cessna 172R and 2 Beechcraft Duchess (above).
many countries around the
l 1 Frasca TruFlite
world, which makes for an
twin engine aircraft
international environment
simulator with 180
at all times. Our instructors
degree visuals.
enjoy a rapport with all
l 1 Frasca G1000 glass
nationalities.
cockpit simulator for a
C172R.
Courses Offered

Ardmore Flying School
is approved by NZQA, the
MoE and the NZ CAA
to offer professional pilot
training programmes. We
offer complete courses for
both the full time and part
time student in the following
categories:
l Private Pilots Licence
l Commercial Pilots
Licence
l Instrument Rating
l Multi Engine Rating
l Instructor Rating

Future Employment
Opportunities

Location, Fleet and
Training Facilities

Our school is located at
Ardmore Airport, South Auckland, which is the busiest airport in
New Zealand and is in close proximity to Auckland International
Airport. Ardmore Airport also hosts a wide variety of operations
including agricultural, warbirds, police, and non-scheduled charter
operations.
Weather conditions at Ardmore rank among the best in New
Zealand with only the very odd day where operations have to be
canceled due to adverse weather. Although the Ardmore Airport
and training areas are busy, there is ample low traffic and free local
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Like any career, passing
the various Qualifications in
the form of Licences, Ratings
and Diplomas is only the
beginning. All Commercial
Airline Operators look for
pilots with several hundred
hours of experience, hence
the need to find some
form of employment in
an organisation with high
standards is imperative
for gaining the experience
and the required hours.
Ardmore Flying School is
such an environment and
we are proud of the vitality
and busyness of our School. To reinforce our standards we have a
policy to only select future Instructors from amongst our domestic
students with NZ Citizenship or NZ Permanent Residence and
who have completed their full professional flight-training syllabus
within the School. Ardmore Flying School prides itself upon its
excellent reputation for providing well trained Instructors and Pilots
to the Airline and Industry.
Contact us on 09 298 5055 or visit www.ardmore.co.nz
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WANAKA Flight Training offers Experience, a
Great Location, and a 100% Safety Record.
Our Chief Flying Instructor Peter Hendriks has
29 years experience in the aviation industry, with
over 8000 hours in commercial operations and
flight training. He is an A-Cat Flight Instructor
and is a CAA approved Flight Examiner. Peter is
experienced in over 35 different types of aircraft
from vintage to turbine, helicopters and gliders. He
has been involved in airshows, TV documentaries
and the NZ Airgames. Peter takes real pride in
seeing you achieve your goal in becoming a Pilot.
Our Flight Training School is located at Wanaka
Airport in the South Island - a very unique place
to learn to fly. Wanaka offers some of the most
spectacular scenery in New Zealand with very
stable weather conditions, ideal for training. Close
to Queenstown, Milford Sound and Fiordland, the
environment enables students to learn in a variety
of conditions including valuable experience in
mountainous terrain.
We are CAA approved under Rule Parts 141
and 135. We offer fully flexible flight training
programmes that can be individually tailored

to meet each student’s ability, availability and
needs. We offer training for Private Pilots
Licence, Commercial Pilots Licence, Flight
Instructor Ratings, Mountain Flying Courses
(Basic & Advanced), and Aerobatic Ratings. Our
commercial training programme includes training
for the tourism industry with specific emphasis on
Milford Sound and Fiordland.
We operate both the Pitts Special and Tiger
Moths commercially alongside Wanaka Flight
Training. We also operate an Aerobatic School with
courses ranging from basic to advanced aerobatic
ratings. Our Instructor Ivan Krippner is one of
NZ’s aerobatic champions with over 20 years
experience and takes great delight in passing on his
skill and knowledge in this specialised training.
Wanaka Flight Training works closely with Mt
Aspiring College and the ATTTO and offers full
or part time courses to students.
Our fleet comprises of PA28, C172, Citabria,
Aerobat, Pitts S2A, and DH82a Tiger Moths.
Contact us by phone 03 443 4043 or freephone
0508 4FLYING, email: train@learntoflynz.com or
visit www.learntoflynz.com

Advanced Pilot Training with Golden Wings
CHOOSING the best training provider to help achieve your
aviation goals on time and on budget just got that little bit
easier with the establishment in Nelson of Golden Wings Flight
Training. With one of the newest and best equipped aircraft in
New Zealand, highly experienced instruction, purpose built
facilities and a premium
location, our commitment to
high quality advanced flight
training is unquestionable.

providing the very best preparation for that next career step.

Nelson is blessed with some of the best weather in
New Zealand and offers a beautiful climate for flying. Varying
terrain provides a diverse and challenging training environment
within the controlled airspace
of a significant airport. Our
hangar contains excellent
classroom facilities for theory
tuition and we will assist all
Approach: Our training
students to secure suitable local
philosophy is to understand our
accommodation.
students’ ambitions and tailor
Golden Wings Flight Training
their training accordingly. A low
offer high quality, professional
student to instructor ratio is
training that is time and cost
maintained to ensure personal
efficient and that will make
attention and quality teaching.
you a better, safer and more
Golden
Wings
operate
this
brand
new
Piper
PA-44
Seminole
from
Nelson.
Multi-Engine Instrument
confident pilot.
Ratings and GPS Ratings are offered on either a full-time or
For more information: Please don’t hesitate to contact us
part-time basis, as well as Licence Renewals and Type Ratings.
directly on 021 339 611 or Email: info@goldenwings.co.nz
Aircraft: The Piper PA-44 Seminole has long been regarded as
In 2012 Golden Wings will further expand our flight training
an excellent multi-engine trainer with proven consistency and
activities so also keep a watch on www.goldenwings.co.nz
reliability that has made it a popular aircraft with both students
and instructors. Our brand new Seminole is equipped with a
modern Avidyne glass cockpit presenting students with the
opportunity to up-skill themselves to latest technology and
Location:

Ensure your business is promoted in the next issue of KiwiFlyer. Email your requirements to editor@kiwiflyer.co.nz
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The Air New Zealand Aviation Institute FTO
Partnerships - What Does It All Mean?
Earlier this year, Air New Zealand announced a new partnership with five
Flight Training Organisations for the provision of airline style ab-initio flight
training. Mark Woodhouse of Waypoints Aviation offers an explanation of
this programme and what it means for those seeking a career with our national
airline. As well as being an A-Cat Flight Instructor, GA Flight Examiner
and CFI of the Walsh Memorial Scout Flying School, Mark is also currently
a Second Officer with Air New Zealand on the Boeing 777.
Air New Zealand Aviation Institute FTO Partners

Air New Zealand FTO Partners are the Flight Training
Organisations (FTOs) that Air New Zealand has chosen to work
with to provide airline style ab-initio flight training under their
Aviation Institute umbrella. Initially there are five FTO Partners
around New Zealand. They are:
l Air Hawke’s Bay (Hastings);
l International Aviation Academy of NZ (Christchurch);
l Massey University School of Aviation (Palmerston North);
l Nelson Aviation College (Motueka); and,
l Southern Wings (Invercargill).
This article is written to explain this initiative, to describe its
origins and to explain how student pilot training and education will
change in the future as a result.
Background to Air New Zealand’s Involvement in
Ab-initio Flight Training

Over the past two or three years Air New Zealand has been
considering how best to contribute to the improvement of abinitio flight training in New Zealand. In 2009 they held three
cluster group meetings and received input from some sixteen
FTOs. During this process Air New Zealand gave an overview of
their operational and commercial priorities and of the qualities
and characteristics they expected to be applied in the selection of
student pilots for ab-initio flight training. They also described the
elements they would like to see included in a course of ab-initio
flight training for airline pilots. Air New Zealand also took on board
feedback from the training industry, including among other things:
l That FTOs wanted Air New Zealand to define the
competencies they wanted in their new pilot applicants;
That
FTOs wanted Air New Zealand to get involved in
l
helping them deliver on these competencies;
l That FTOs felt their instructors lacked airline experience and
knowledge and that Air New Zealand should get involved
with their instructors by sharing airline specific knowledge
through a variety of means;
That
some FTOs felt that more robust selection processes
l
were needed so that student pilots who gained admittance
to a course knew that they had a good likelihood of
success; and,
That
FTOs considered that the career of an airline pilot
l
needs to be marketed by Air New Zealand so that it is a
career that school leavers aspire to.
As a result of this consultation it became clear to Air New
Zealand that there was a range of involvement options available
to them, from doing nothing, to making informal or formal
arrangements, to identifying preferred suppliers (FTO Partners), or
26
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to establishing an Air New Zealand Flying School.
The option Air New Zealand chose was to identify a number
of FTO Partners as preferred suppliers of suitably trained and
educated low hour graduate pilots, and to work closely with their
FTO Partners to establish a pathway into their airlines for the
successful graduate pilots. Following a rigorous review of their
organisation, flight training programmes and ability to meet the
Aviation Institute’s standards, in April this year, Air New Zealand
formed a partnership with five FTOs, as listed above.

fellow crew and other airline personnel, and the range of factors
and influences that will drive their decision making processes.
Air New Zealand intends to run up to ten AICs each year, with
an estimated limit of eight student pilots per course. Selection
into an AIC will be provisional on student pilots completing an
approved ground course and achieving a pass to the required
standard in all ATPL subjects. Student pilots graduating from FTO
Partners will have first preference for entry onto an AIC when they
are eligible.
The AIC selection process will be carried out after student pilots
have completed their CPL, MEIR and ATPL examination credit,
so that those who are not successful for selection onto an AIC
can reapply to complete the New Zealand Diploma in Aviation in
another strand.

New Zealand Diploma in Aviation

Recruitment into the Air New Zealand Group from 2012

All student pilots at FTO Partners will enrol in programmes for
either the New Zealand Diploma in Aviation or the Bachelor of
Aviation Degree (Massey University School of Aviation only).
The New Zealand Diploma in Aviation is currently in the final
stages of development, and is scheduled to be established by the
beginning of 2012. There are currently about 28 aviation diplomas
offered by various tertiary institutions around New Zealand, all
with different requirements. These will be phased out and transition
arrangements will be put in place to progressively transfer all
students currently enrolled on any other diplomas over to the New
Zealand Diploma in Aviation.
The New Zealand Diploma in Aviation will have four strands:
l General Aviation;
l Flight Instructor;
l Agricultural; and,
l Airline Preparation.
All student pilots will complete a normal PPL and CPL in
accordance with the current NZ CAA syllabus requirements. After
that, the New Zealand Diploma in Aviation course completion
requirements will depend on the strand chosen. Those student
pilots who are enrolled with one of the Air New Zealand FTO
Partners will complete the Airline Preparation Strand. For the
Airline Preparation Strand, student pilots will follow their CPL with
a multi-engine instrument rating (MEIR), an ATPL ground course
and an Airline Integration Course (AIC).
It is expected that other experienced pilots will be able to
apply to the ATTTO to have their qualifications and experience
recognised, under “Recognition of Prior Learning”, toward
the issue of the New Zealand Diploma in Aviation. Details of
recognition of prior learning arrangements will be made available
when the New Zealand Diploma in Aviation development process
is complete.

From 2012 onward, the recruitment pathway into any of the
Air New Zealand Group airlines will include low hour pilots who
have completed the Air New Zealand Aviation Institute New
Zealand Diploma in Aviation - Airline Preparation Strand training
programmes run by their FTO Partners. These programmes
incorporate three selection steps:
l A standardised selection process to enter the New Zealand
Diploma in Aviation training course offered by the
FTO Partners;
An
Air New Zealand run secondary selection process for
l
entry into the Air New Zealand Aviation Institute Airline
Integration Course (AIC); and,
The
successful completion of the Airline Integration Course.
l

On completion of an AIC, pilots will enter the industry in an
hour building capacity until they reach the minimum experience
required for placement as a First Officer. CAR Part 121, the rule
regulating the operation of large air transport aircraft (Bombardier
Q300 size and above), requires that any new pilot must have at
least 500 hours total flight time. This means that on completion of
the Aviation Institute FTO Partner programmes graduates are not
legally able to fly as pilots for Air Nelson, Mt Cook or Air New
Zealand. The only airline within the Air New Zealand Group that
can legally hire pilots with less than 500 hours experience is Eagle
Airways, which operates Beech 1900D aircraft governed by CAR
Part 125.
Nevertheless, all graduates of the Aviation Institute FTO Partner
flight training programmes, who have successfully completed an
AIC, will join the Air New Zealand database pool of potentially
suitable low hour “Preferred Pilots”, alongside experienced pilots,
for selection as turboprop First Officers in times of high demand which is widely forecast to occur in the near future. An online tool
will enable all pilots in that pool to update their personal details at
any time.
Graduates of the Aviation Institute New Zealand Diploma in
Aviation - Airline Preparation Strand training programme will be
deemed eligible for interview into the Air New Zealand Group
from the date of their graduation.
When an Air New Zealand Group airline needs to hire pilots,
recruiters will refer to this database pool and select interviewees
from eligible candidates within the pool. Eligibility includes having
at least the minimum number of total flight hours required by
each airline. The minimums vary, and requirements for each of
the Group airlines are listed on the Air New Zealand website at

WHERE DO YOU WANT TO GO?
Student Loan Funding available for both Aeroplane & Helicopter Flight Training in 2012

Air New Zealand Aviation Institute - Airline Integration Course

On completion of the CPL, MEIR and ATPL examination
credit, student pilots undertaking the New Zealand Diploma in
Aviation - Airline Preparation Strand, will undergo a secondary
selection process for entry onto the Air New Zealand Aviation
Institute - Airline Integration Course (AIC).
The AIC is a new course (currently under development by Air
New Zealand) that will help low hour student pilots to develop
the knowledge, skills and attitudes they will need to work in a
multi-crew airline environment. The AIC will provide an in depth
understanding of the flight deck of large air transport aircraft and
their array of systems, the interactions graduate pilots will have with
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Comprehensive details can be found at our website
www.nelson-aviation.co.nz
E: enquiries@nelson-aviation.co.nz P: +64 3 528 8382
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https://careers.airnz.co.nz/index
That said, Air New Zealand makes no guarantee of employment
at the completion of training and hour building.

environment at the end of their training course, and then apply for
an AIC, or apply directly to an Air New Zealand Link airline when
they have met the traditional entry criteria.
If you were trained, or are currently training, at an FTO that is
What About Me?
not an FTO Partner, once you have completed your CPL, MEIR
An obvious question you may be asking yourself is, what
and ATPL examination credit you can apply for an AIC. To be
does this mean for me if I choose to train at an FTO that is not
accepted onto an AIC you will need to successfully complete the
an Air New Zealand
AIC selection process,
FTO Partner? Or if
however there are a
Pathways to Air New Zealand Group Airlines
I am already part way
limited number of
through my training? Or
places on the AIC
Potential Student Pilots
if I am an instructor,
(approximately 80
even with one of the
student pilots per year),
FTO Partners? Am
and preference will be
Standardised
I now ineligible for
given to graduates of
No
Selection Process
consideration to join one
FTO Partners.
Yes
of Air New Zealand’s
Alternatively, student
group of airlines?
pilots currently training
Partner FTOs
Another FTO
Good news! Yes,
at an FTO that is not
Air Hawkes Bay
you can still apply to be
an FTO Partner, and
International Aviation Academy
considered to join one
other qualified pilots,
Massey University School of Aviation
of the Air New Zealand
can choose to gain flight
Nelson Aviation College
Group airlines as a pilot.
experience in the general
Southern Wings
Student pilots
aviation environment
currently enrolled
and then apply for
with an FTO Partner,
selection onto an AIC
PPL, CPL, MEIR,
who have begun their
or apply directly to an
ATPL Subjects
flight training prior to
Air New Zealand Link
2012, are not part of
airline when they have
the Aviation Institute
met the traditional entry
AIC Selection Process
No
programme, as they have
criteria.
Yes
not been through the
Successful completion
Air New Zealand
standardised selection
Buying a Jet
Out into industry
of an AIC
No
Yes
‘Preferred Pilot’
process. However, they
Type Rating
will still be eligible to
While some airlines
apply for selection onto
require pilot applicants
an AIC if they are endorsed by their FTO Partner. Eligibility for
to complete a type rating at their own expense, pilots employed
by Air New Zealand Group airlines are type rated at the airline’s
selection into an AIC will be provisional on a student pilot having
expense. They are then bonded for a period of time and a sum of
gained a CPL, a MEIR and passes to the required standard in all of
money. If the pilot were to resign within the period of their bond
the ATPL subjects. Student pilots who are graduates of an FTO
they must repay the bond (or a portion of it). Self funding a type
Partner, and who are not part of the Aviation Institute programme,
rating on a turbofan or turboprop aircraft, such as a Bombardier,
but who successfully complete the AIC selection process will
Boeing or Airbus will not make a low hour pilot eligible for
be given preference for AIC places ahead of other successful
employment as a pilot within the Air New Zealand Group, as they
candidates who have not graduated from an FTO Partner.
have not been through the standardised selection process.
Alternatively, student pilots currently enrolled with an FTO
However Air New Zealand will provide type ratings to suitable
Partner can choose to gain flight experience in the general aviation
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self funding individuals. Normal entry requirements are 1000 hours
total time with 400 hours multi engine in a multi-crew environment.
Those with less experience will need to undertake an AIC prior to
their type rating. If you wish to self fund a jet type rating in the
hope of gaining employment with another jet operator, you should
contact that operator to check their pilot entry requirements before
committing to the type rating training.
Air New Zealand Aviation Institute - First Officer Programme

The Air New Zealand Aviation Institute - First Officer
Programme is designed for sponsored foreign airline cadets, and
will include the AIC and a turbofan or turboprop type rating.
Following a joint cadet selection process, undertaken by the
customer airline and the Air New Zealand Aviation Institute,
initial training through to the New Zealand CPL, MEIR and
ATPL examination credit is provided by one or other of the
FTO Partners. Cadets graduating from this phase of training then
transition onto an AIC.
Following successful completion of the AIC, graduates are
well placed to handle the demands of the final stage of the First
Officer Programme, i.e. their first turbofan or turboprop type
rating. Dependent on specific customer airline requirements, type
rating training may be conducted by the Air New Zealand Aviation
Institute, or for other aircraft types, by a preferred provider.
Customer airlines may request specific outcomes for their airline
cadets but it is expected that on graduating the cadets will have
completed the following:
l A New Zealand CPL and MEIR;
l A New Zealand ATPL examination credit;
l An Airline Integration Course;

Professional Aviation
Ground Study Courses and
Study Support Material
Enquiries and Enrolments being taken
for the following upcoming courses:

Basic Turbine Knowledge
16-17 November

ATPL Flight Planning
24-27 November

l A turbofan or turboprop type rating; and,
l A NZ Diploma in Aviation - Airline Preparation Strand.

The Air New Zealand Aviation Institute - First Officer
Programme is scheduled to start in 2012.
In Conclusion

Air New Zealand are clearly serious about getting alongside
their FTO Partners in order to implement the feedback they
received from industry, in the way they perceive as being best for
their airline, for the industry and for student pilots. To what extent
they are successful, only time will tell. However their initiative
appears to be a genuine and reasonable attempt to define and
deliver competencies they want in their new pilot applicants, to
introduce a robust student pilot selection process, and to assist in
the development of industry instructors by sharing airline specific
knowledge and experience.
I look forward to seeing their initiatives bear fruit.
If you are a student pilot currently under training, a recent or
past graduate, or a flying instructor interested in progressing a
career with Air New Zealand, I suggest you get a MEIR, then you
get your ATPL examination credit (and you pass the exams well!).
From there you should be eligible to apply for an AIC. If you
successfully complete the AIC you will be considered by Air New
Zealand as a low hour “Preferred Pilot”.
If you are looking at becoming a pilot and are motivated to work
for Air New Zealand then they would suggest you apply to one of
the five collaboration partners and get involved.
Work hard, and remember, nothing worth having comes easily.
				Mark Woodhouse

DARGAVILLE AERO CLUB is open to all students, NZ wide, who are genuinely
interested in learning to fly for recreation or aviation as a career. The club offers both
microlight and GA training, operating an Italian Fly Synthesis Storch as their primary
training aircraft. Also on line are a Cessna 172 and a Fly Synthesis Texan, a carbon fibre
aircraft very popular with club members for comfortable cross country trips.
A unique feature of the club is that all tuition is given free of charge. All the student
pays for is the cost of operating the aircraft. The club is able to do this from the profits
of its own farming operations. Accommodation at the club premises is also offered
free of charge. Students need only bring sleeping bags and their own food. Training is
available by arrangement on a seven day basis and not just on weekends.
The club is famous for its Saturday lunches, started 30 years ago and still held every
Saturday at 12.30pm. As well as being a fun social gathering, this provides a great
opportunity for anyone interested in flying to come along and look at the aircraft, meet
some club members, ask questions, and go for a fly!
Phone Murray Foster for more information on 027 478 4308 or visit.goflying.co.nz

Study Support Material is available for:
Basic Turbine Knowledge
ATPL Air Law
ATPL Instruments and Nav Aids
ATPL Flight Planning
See our website for full information

www.waypoints.co.nz
Contact: Mark Woodhouse
waypoints@clear.net.nz
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Free of charge
PPL theory and
practical tuition
Free of charge
Basic live-in
accommodation
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Considering a career as a helicopter pilot ?
HELICOPTER FLIGHT TRAINING Limited (HFT) devotes
all of its resources to flight instruction. So what does make the
difference in pilot training? The HFT training system is based on
over 35 years experience in the helicopter industry. All training
is focused on pilots meeting the industry standard. All of our
programmes are tailored to the ability of the student to assimilate
new skills. No previous aviation
experience is required to join our
flight school but we provide and
expect the best results.
HFT is located at Ardmore
Airport; New Zealand’s busiest
general aviation airport. We are just
30 minutes drive from Auckland
City. The airport is also equipped
with a full range of instrument
approach facilities. The numerous
arrivals and departures of small
aircraft enable students to become
comfortable with busy airport traffic
without experiencing the delays
normally encountered when training
is conducted at an airport which has
a large volume of airline traffic.
Our dedicated instructors offer
top quality training and take a
sincere interest in the progress of
every student. The atmosphere
at HFT is a pleasant blend of
professionalism and informality.
Students will find that their training
is hard work, but thoroughly
enjoyable. Near our base is a range
of training environments, low flying
areas, forests and river valleys,
confined areas and mountain flying
terrain. Each training flight will
bring new challenges and new skills.

as a Flying Training Organisation, under Part 141 of the CAA
Regulations. This means that HFT satisfies the CAA’s flight
standards in areas such as safety, quality of training and aircraft
maintenance. HFT is also an accredited NZQA private training
establishment, to cater for international students. Our PPL and
CPL Training are delivered in a structured, tutorial based program.
Step by Step, phased teaching of
all CAA syllabus theory subjects is
provided. Each student is issued a
full set of training reference material
that covers the entire course.
During the flight training phase
of the course, one-on-one briefings
provide prior and post flight
summaries for the student of the
lesson.
CAA Approved
BELL Jet Ranger simulator

HFT has New Zealand’s only
NZ CAA certified BELL Jet
Ranger simulator, Flight Training
Device (FTD). This is used to
provide realistic experiences for
pilots, as part of their training
programme. The FTD is used in
the PPL and CPL to develop skills
and experience in cross country
navigation and procedures. As
the pilot advances it is used in the
introduction of Night flying and
the practices to safely conduct
night cross countries. The BELL
Jet Ranger simulator is significant
with the initial Turbine Type Rating.
All initial cockpit procedures and
checklists are conducted in the
simulator, then starting, pre-take
off checks, normal and then nonPPL and CPL – student loans
normal and emergency procedures
are extensively covered. Engine
funding available
handling such as ‘Hot’ starts;
In partnership with Whitireia
‘Hung’ starts are all explained and
Polytechnic, HFT provides full
demonstrated in the simulator.
student loan funded CPL training
Helicopter Flight Training utilise Schweizer 300’s (top) for basic PPL and
Prior to actually flying the ‘real’
in the Certificate in Aviation
CPL training. An Bell JetRanger is available for turbine and IFR ratings.
Jet Ranger helicopter – a pilot will
programme. This is a one year, fullhave conducted at least five hours in the simulator. During his or
time course. Training includes studying the fourteen theory subjects
(7 PPL, 6 CPL and basic gas turbine) and the necessary practical
her full-flight training they will mix simulator and flight exercises.
flying to gain the CPL (H) qualification. In addition to the CAA
syllabus (which includes mountain flying and sling load training),
Instrument Rating Training - IFR
HFT graduates will also gain CPL night privileges and instrument
HFT offers the Helicopter Instrument Flight Rules (IFR)
flying training. These hours can go towards future requirements
Instrument Rating. The BELL 206 Jet Ranger simulator is the basis
such as an Instructor Rating or an Instrument Rating. Turbine
of the IFR programme. Up to half the instrument training hours
Ratings are also available within the CPL syllabus.
required can be gained on the simulator. The remaining training
hours are delivered in the helicopter. For many pilots, instrument
CAA Part 141 Approved Training School
training represents a wise investment, both for career and safety
HFT is approved by the Civil Aviation Authority to operate
reasons; it opens up a number of positions for which a non-
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instrument rated pilot would otherwise be unqualified. As more
helicopter operators develop IFR capability, pilots with this training
and qualification are provided greater employment opportunities.
The use of simulator training has been proven to improve safety,
pilot skills and competency and better awareness of risks and how
to manage them.

Helicopter Scholarships – for 2012

HFT has recently announced the ‘2012 Helicopter Scholarship
programme’. In each available training qualification HFT will be
providing a Scholarship for flight training hours and course costs.
The value of all four Scholarships is $ 234,500.
All pilot applicants are able to apply for a scholarship and will
undergo evaluation and assessment.

HFT and NEST – Co-pilot Internship

HFT and the Northern Emergency Services Trust (NEST),
based in Whangarei have developed the co-pilot internship
programme. This provides the opportunity for HFT Graduates of
the Multi-Engine Instrument Rating course, to join NEST as a copilot on one of their Sikorsky S76 helicopters. NEST is recognised
as New Zealand’s leading IFR Emergency Medical Services (EMS)
helicopter operator. Graduates that join the internship will spend up
to 12 months, flying as a co-pilot. NEST provides Air Ambulance
and Search and Rescue services throughout New Zealand, in day or
night and in all weather IFR operations. Winching both crew and
stretchers and the use of Night Vision goggles provides interns
with valuable experience as a pilot.

Working as a Helicopter Pilot

Worldwide growth in helicopter aviation offers opportunities
for pilots in Off-shore Oil and Gas Logistics, Tourism, Survey and
Exploration, Police and Emergency Air Ambulance, Fishing Fleet
Support and Flight Training. HFT trained pilots now work in these
roles. Considered to be one of New Zealand’s leading providers
of Helicopter Pilot Training, HFT has a reputation for selecting,
training and placing top quality pilots with top quality companies.
For more information

Telephone 09 299 1157, email: info@hft.school.nz or
visit www.hft.school.nz for more information.

Teaching outstanding skills taught to
us by the pioneers of mountain flying.

MOUNTAIN Flying or ‘bush’ flying is the most enjoyable and
rewarding flying you will do as a licensed pilot, when you visit
Mountain Flying New Zealand at Lake Wanaka. Our instructors,
Ruth Presland and Wayne Allanson are CPL(A) and Part 149 ATO
(equivalent to Part 61 A Cat Instructor). They are both thorough
teachers and passionate about passing on knowledge to keep
you safe in athe mountains. Both have extensive backgrounds
in commercial mountain flying and have been instructing out of
Wanaka Airport for years.
Mountain flying provides an opportunity to improve all aspects of
your flying and personal airmanship. Wanaka is the ideal location
to undertake mountain flying training because of its orographic
effects and easy access to the Southern Alps, which provide an
adventure flying back drop that will surpass any other flying
activity you have done so far...
At Mountain Flying New Zealand we are in a privileged position
to have access to many remote airstrips which we can train from.
If you are looking for the skill and challenge that Mountain Flying
presents, then we are the ones to contact.
Please contact us on 03 443 4005 or visit our website to view the
different packages we offer and to see what clients say about their
experiences. We look forward to meeting you soon.

www.mountainflyingnewzealand.com

IF YOU ARE seeking a career as a professional pilot, then
the first step lies within 10 minutes drive of Hamilton City.
Based at the Hamilton International Airport, Waikato Aero
Club offers full time funded flight training programmes. “We’ll
take you from your first introductory flight, right through to
advanced multi-engine instrument ratings and more.” Says Chief
Flying Instructor Roger Cruickshank. “The Aero Club operates
a modern fleet of training aircraft and these combined with
our certified flight training simulator, provide the student with
advanced flight training technology.”
Roger explains that “The Waikato Aero Club has a well
established pedigree – we have been training pilots for airline,
agricultural and recreational flying since 1933, and there are
airline pilots flying all over the world who have trained here”.
Waikato Aero Club is NZQA accredited and will deliver the
New Zealand Diploma in Aviation next year. The New Zealand
Diploma in Aviation will be the only student loan funded
piloting qualification available in 2012. Waikato Aero Club has
fully funded positions available.
For more information about the New Zealand Diploma in
Aviation and positions on the 2012 full time programme, please
contact Waikato Aero Club.
Waikato Aero Club, Steele Rd, RD2, Hamilton
Phone: 07 843 5655
Email: info@flywaikato.co.nz

www.flywaikato.co.nz

Would you like to see a profile on your business in KiwiFlyer? Call us on 0800 535937 to discuss options.
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Training with the Red Star Yak-52 Display Team
THE Red Star Yak-52 Display Team is a familiar and much
respected sight at aviation events all over New Zealand. First
displaying at the Taupo Airshow in 2004 with just two aircraft, the
team quickly grew and by 2006 already comprised seven more.
Early in October of this year, a total of 10 Yak-52s gathered
at New Plymouth for a three day training weekend. Instigated by
Yak Team members Mike Harvey and Mark Helliwell, the purpose
was threefold; being to gather Yak pilots together for training
consistency, commence integration with the international FAST
(Formation and Safety Team) protocols, and introduce newer pilots
unfamiliar with formation flying to the discipline. The weekend
was very successful and much was accomplished by the 18 in
attendance, especially
given that the weather
forecast caused many to
take the precautionary
option of heading for
home before dark on
Saturday.

minimums and training requirements.
Joint Organiser for the Yak training weekend, Mike Harvey
says that since Warbirds were already well established in the FAST
system, it made sense to join with them. Hence Warbirds members
including Dave Brown and Gavin Henderson attended the
weekend, which also made it possible for some of the Yak Team
members to be signed off for FAST qualifications.
Readers unfamiliar with formation flying and aerobatics
might not be aware of just how communication works in this
environment, though anyone who has enjoyed a back seat ride
in such circumstances might have come away wondering how
everyone knew what to do and when, given that there didn’t seem
to be any radio chatter of
significance. I know my
wife has commented that
pilots in photos taken in
formation are “always
looking straight at the
camera”. There’s a reason
for that of course, and it
Standardising
isn’t the camera they are
Procedures
looking at.
There are 17 Yak-52s
Much of the
on the NZ register, the
communication in
greatest concentrations
formation flying is by way
being 5 at New Plymouth,
of hand signals. Take a
3 at Pauanui and 2 at
lead change procedure
Tauranga. Formation
in route formation, for
flying requires great
example. Without a word
The Team photo. Below: 4 of 10 Yak-52s domiciled at New Plymouth for the weekend.
discipline and clear
on the radio, the lead
communications, and
pilot points at his number
when smaller groups
2, then points forward.
of pilots get together
Number 2 will nod their
and practice on their
head (or might perhaps
own it is easy for nonshake it vigorously if
standard behaviours and
they really don’t want to
procedures to develop.
be in front ;-) then move
Even as an integrated Yak Display Team, procedures have in
forward to the lead position, then accept the lead by patting their
the past still not necessarily been the same as those used in other
head and pointing forward. The new wingman is then expected
display teams in NZ or elsewhere. This is not uncommon and in
to be in formation on the new leader. Once the new leader has
1993 the first Warbird Operators Conference was held in Texas,
completed an operations check and is happy, he will then waggle his
whereby the various warbird organisations agreed to investigate
wings, and the others will close back into the formation which then
and adopt a common national program for formation flying. It was
renumbers.
recognised that each of the organisations had created procedures
Thus it’s quite important to know what the range of hand signals
and signals which were unique to their own requirement, often
means as well as how to appropriately give them. Training and
having been based on the military experience of their membership.
practice in FAST signaling was a key part of the weekend at New
The end product of this endeavour was the creation of a Formation
Plymouth.
and Safety Team (FAST) national programme to standardise and
increase the safety of formation flying.
Programme for the weekend
About 10 years ago, Dave Brown (currently CFI of NZ Warbirds
Friday was a day for arrivals in the afternoon, briefings and a
group dinner in the evening. Saturday and Sunday were planned to
Association) and Frank Parker (past CFI and currently President
begin with a formal theory session, then a range of 2 and 4 ship
of Warbirds, and a regular KiwiFlyer Contributor) wrote a training
exercises with group debriefings between. Although Sunday was
course to fit the FAST rules and introduced this to the Warbirds
curtailed by the weather, much was achieved.
membership. Since then, the NZ Warbirds Association has operated
Saturday began with a weather report, given of course by New
under the FAST umbrella with formation pilots training for and
Plymouth based Yak owner, Jim Hickey. A briefing from the Tower
achieving FAST qualifications.
and familiarisation with local flying areas followed. Then it was onto
There are 3 levels of FAST qualification, being Wing Pilot,
FAST theory in a session conducted by Dave Brown.
Lead Pilot, and Check Pilot. For organisations that train with a
Dave took the assembled group through the Warbirds FAST
2-ship stepping stone approach, there are limited qualifications for
standard operating procedures manual which comprehensively
2-ship Wing and 2-ship Lead. Each qualification has a strict set of
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covers such subjects as formation line-ups and take-offs, signals,
transit and route procedures, different formations, positions and
speed, lead changing, joining and overhead breaks, landing to hot
and cold sides of the runway, formation taxiing and shutdown,
emergencies including intruder aircraft and mid air touches, radio
failures, mutual support in the air, landing damaged aircraft, and
much more including a lot of wisdom from past experiences. The
latter included pointing out that one of the more likely accidents
to have is by relaxing too soon after the wheels touch the ground
again. Formation rules
and concentration levels
need to be maintained
right up to disembarking
the aircraft.
These briefings along
with Dave’s teachings and
the resulting discussion
took the best part of
three hours, then it was
onto the first flying
exercises, initially with
2-ship formations. Later
in the afternoon 4-ship
formations took to the air,
providing the opportunity
for some of the Yak
Team members to be
signed off for their 4-ship
lead FAST qualifications.
Every flying session was
thoroughly debriefed both
for individual formations
and the group as a whole.

consistent time counting (break manoeuvres for example are timed)
and bold signals (as some were being missed). The importance
of not looking away from the leader was emphasised and the
development of a specific page for additional Yak information in
the Warbirds FAST standard operating procedures was planned.
Feedback from the pilots new to formation flying included
discussion on just how exhausting 30 minutes could be, the mental
stress of flying in close proximity, and the complete change in
perspective required for looking at the lead aircraft instead of out
the front.
All agreed that the time
was very well spent and
that it was great to gain
the experience of working
with the Warbirds pilots
and procedures.
Participant Profiles

Although formation
aerobatic teams inevitably
have ex military and
airline pilots in them, they
are in no way restricted
to only those with
professional training of
this nature. KiwiFlyer
spoke to two pilots at the
weekend who come from
the ranks of PPL training
at local aero clubs.
Peter Vause

Peter Vause learned
to fly at New Plymouth
Debriefings
Aero Club, completing his
With one of the
first solo some 40 years
weekend goals being
ago in 1971. He says he
to introduce formation
flew all of their aircraft
flying to Yak pilots as
before aviation took a
yet unfamiliar with the
lesser role to family and
discipline, debriefings
business commitments.
covered a broad range
Peter got back into
of material. Discussions
flying in 1993 and then
arose on techniques for
bought a Cessna 172 as
4-ship Yak-52 formation training above the New Plymouth coastline.
combating common
a commuter aircraft. In
issues in close formation, and visualising adjustments prior to
1997 he followed that up with a new Cessna 182.
needing them by observing other aircraft in formation. New pilots
The day came however, when he went flying with Brett Emeny
were very surprised to see how much (and how continuously)
in his Yak-52. Brett told Peter before the flight that “you’ll love
this aircraft and won’t want to fly any other”. Peter replied with
throttles are being adjusted, and just how much the pilots hands are
“yeah right”, but 4 hours later he bought one. Brett then mentored
linked with every control movement requiring a corresponding and
Peter into aerobatics and formation flying, with Peter first flying
sometimes significant power adjustment.
The difficulty of making your first formation turns was a topic
in the Yak Display Team in 2006. Peter credits Brett’s “positive
of some discussion. Most people feel much happier on the inside
enthusiasm and competence” for facilitating the development of
of a turn looking up, rather than the outside looking down at the
the Yak Team at New Plymouth.
ground – which can give the perception that you are sliding into
Peter’s aviation toys don’t just include the Yak though. He
your neighbouring aircraft. Dave mentioned that in the Air Force,
also owns an Aero L-39C Albatros after going for a ride in one
they used to address that particular psychological issue by simply
in the United States, discovering that flying it wasn’t as difficult
taking the formation into cloud.
as he thought it might be, then buying one, completing 30 hours
Discussions also arose amongst Instructors on how to best
of training, and shipping it back to New Zealand in 2004. John
change previously instilled behaviours, as under FAST standards
Lanham rated Brett to fly it, then Brett trained and mentored Peter
there would no longer be any room for people to fly their own
who now leads formation aerobatics in the aircraft, still on his PPL
versions. Many refinements were discussed including ensuring
(with an instrument rating). Peter says that Brett has also taught him
For feedback on any of our content in KiwiFlyer, email: editor@kiwiflyer.co.nz
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to fly the Catalina at
Ardmore and that
Brett’s “ability to get
to the essence when
training makes him
a natural Instructor
who has enabled the
Yak Team to fly as
professionally as
they do”.

Mike O’Rourke

Mike O’Rourke is a PPL with about 400
hours in his logbook. He describes himself
as a weekend flyer with an attachment to
the ‘unusual’, happily admitting to being an
autogyro enthusiast and owner.
Mike undertook aerobatics training
with his local Tauranga Aero Club in
their Cessna 152 and was considering the
purchase of an RV or similar when the
opportunity arose to purchase a Yak-52 in
2006, some 200 hours of flying ago. Mike
bought the Yak and organised a syndicate
for it at Tauranga.
The weekend at New Plymouth was
the first such event Mike had been to. He
says he thought it would be “interesting
to be part of, and fun, as well as a chance
to get to know the guys who are really
good at it”. Mike
says he has been
progressing with
aerobatics and was
keen to get a taste of
formation flying. It
turned out to taste
like “hard work” and
while he expected
MIke O’Rourke
it to “require
concentration and be scary”, it actually
wasn’t scary or stressful (“with an
Instructor on board”) but did require
intense concentration; “you can’t relax for
a second, even after landing”. He says that
trying to turn in formation was quite an
experience, and that he perhaps enjoyed
being a passenger and taking photos more
than he did his time on the controls. While
Mike wasn’t sure of following a path into
formation flying, he is looking forward to
an aerobatics instruction weekend being
scheduled in the future.

as microlights and are administered
on behalf of the CAA by Part 149
organisations such as RAANZ or SAC.
GYRATE NZ Ltd is a unique training
Pilots require a medical declaration from a
facility in New Zealand. Six years ago the
doctor equivalent to that issued to a public
CAA issued an exemption to CFI Tony
transport driver. Gyrate provides dual
Unwin allowing him to provide training for training on school aircraft but solo flying
‘hire and reward’ on microlight gyroplanes.
must be done in a student’s own machine.
Gyrate flight training
Those with their own
became established
single seat aircraft can
and operates from
be progressed by an
its own hangar
observing instructor
and classrooms
using a handheld
at Tauranga City
radio.
Airport. Students
Modern
train on brand new
gyroplanes offer very
factory built aircraft
safe, economical
equipped with radio
and versatile flying
and transponder,
and now form the
permitting operation
fastest growing sector
Dual training is conducted in MTO-3 Gyros.
in controlled airspace
of private aviation
alongside commercial aircraft in a busy
throughout the world. It is evident that
traffic environment. With many private
training in New Zealand must expand to
strips and grass airfields easily accessible
follow this trend and to this end Gyrate
we are able to build confidence and
is currently increasing its own instructor
develop students to handle the wide variety base, expanding its ground school facilities
of situations they are likely to encounter as
and actively franchising the gyroplane
a general aviation pilot in NZ.
concept to other clubs.
Initially entering aviation as a skydiver,
At Tauranga we are fortunate to have
Tony qualified for his PPL on a Tiger
the support of the Airfield Management,
Moth and then went on, via gliding and
the understanding of some exceptional
Air Taxi operations, to a commercial
air traffic controllers and continued high
flying career that included Lockheed
quality maintenance from Solo Wings.
Tristar, Boeings and Airbus. Qualifying as
This makes for a total package that
a gyroplane instructor in 1993, Tony has
creates a high quality one stop shop for all
taught to an established syllabus and has
aspects of gyroplane training.
turned many ab-initio aviators into very
Contact us on 0800 FLY A GYRO,
capable and confident gyronauts.
email: fly@gyrate.co.nz or visit us online at
In New Zealand gyroplanes are classed
www.gyrate.co.nz
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Training Tomorrow’s
Airline Pilots at CTC

CTC and Jetstar’s
Advanced Cadet Programme leads
straight to a First Officer position

CTC IS a global leader in aviation training. As an Approved
HAMISH Taana of Napier is about to have his dream come true
Training Organisation (TRTO and FTO) we train between 1200
after being accepted as an advanced cadet pilot for Jetstar through
and 1900 aircrew for more than 50 global airlines each year. Our
its specialised training programme. The 22 year old graduate from
UK and NZ based crew training centres house state-of-the-art
CTC (in Hamilton) is now entering Jetstar’s Advanced Cadet
Airbus and Boeing
Programme that will see him become a First Officer in
simulators, hi-tech
12 months. Hamish’s training will take place at CTC’s
Computer Based Training
training centres in the UK and with Jetstar in Australia.
facilities and a fleet
It is a huge opportunity for Hamish, who explains;
of the latest, modern
“The amazing thing about the programme is that I have
technology training
the certainty of knowing I can become part of a flying
aircraft; all supported
crew for an Airbus A320 if my training goes well. Even
by one of the most
though I currently only have 225 hours flying time, the
experienced teams of
opportunity for me is very significant.
Training Captains and
Part of Jetstar’s philosophy in taking people like me,
Instructors worldwide.
is that they get the chance to bring me into their systems
Our portfolio spans
and processes without the need to have me make a
CTC graduate Hamish Taana, with just 225 hours flying
the full spectrum of
change from any other airline procedures I may have
time, is about to start training with Jetstar.
airline training and
learned. Obviously they are investing in my potential
resourcing requirements; pilots and cabin crew; basic licence and
rather than my experience, which is a fantastic opportunity for me.
ATPL training, type rating training, command and non-technical
I feel very well prepared going into the Jetstar programme
skills through to TRE Standardisation; ground school, simulator
because my training at CTC has been completely airline-focused
provision and line training; management and consultancy support;
from the first day I started. That’s what makes CTC unique in the
start ups, conversions and recurrent.
way they train pilots. I feel confident I have the very best grounding
Airline clients include: The Jetstar Group (Jetstar Australia/
possible for what is ahead of me.”
New Zealand, Jetstar Asia, Jetstar Pacific), British Airways, Royal
Jetstar is a leading low fares international airline that is expanding
Brunei Airlines, easyJet, easyJet Suisse, flydubai, Jet2.com, Monarch
its flying operations world-wide, particularly across Asia. Their latest
Airlines, NetJets, Oman Air, spiceJet, Thomas Cook Airlines, and
training programme has been developed in association with CTC
Thomson Airways.
and has been operating for just over a year.
CTC has unique, developmental training programmes for
Hamish grew up and went to school in Napier and left there as
preparing tomorrow’s airline pilots. Our cadet programmes take
an 18 year old to complete his training as a commercial pilot with
individuals with no flying experience all the way to the right hand
CTC. He has been working at CTC in Hamilton prior to being
seat of a commercial airliner in approximately eighteen months.
selected for the Jetstar Advanced Cadet Programme. Hamish will
CTC holds UK CAA JAA/EASA TRTO and FTO/ATO
be bonded to Jetstar for a period of time once he has his A320 type
Approval and is also recognised by various regulators worldwide.
rating as a First Officer. To find out more about the Jetstar Cadet
Visit our website (www.ctcwings.com) today and find out more
Programmes (both ab initio and advanced) with CTC,
about starting your career with world class training from CTC.
visit www.ctcwings.com/nz

Thanks

KiwiFlyer thanks all of those mentioned
in this text and the other participants at
the Yak Training Weekend for sharing their
time and contributing to this article. We
look forward to seeing the team in the air at
displays throughout the coming summer.
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Massey University School of Aviation 25 Year Jubilee
On 10 and 11 February 2012, the Massey University School of Aviation will mark 25 years of aviation
education and training in New Zealand. Anke Smith, Manager of the School’s Business Development and
International Programmes, contributed this article on the School of Aviation’s history. Readers are sure to
enjoy some of the amusing anecdotes that have been included from long serving staff, and prospective students
should easily see the potential that training with Massey can offer to their careers.

Contributed by Anke Smith
of another School PA-28 on a ferry flight
from New Zealand to Malaysia. The School
had arranged to lease two surplus PA-28s
to a Malaysian flying school for two years.
The route was from Hamilton to Auckland
then Norfolk Island, Lord Howe Island,
Toowoomba (Australia), Longreach,
Darwin, Kupang (Indonesia), Bali, Jakarta,
and then finally Mallaca in Malaysia. The
trip took 18 days (delayed for about 5 days
in Darwin due to a tropical cyclone in the
Timor sea) and about 50 hours flight time.
The return trip
took one day via Thai
International Airways.
That record still stands.”

HUGH Francis (Senior Navigation Tutor
situated in Poultry Farm Road and was in
for 19 years until his recent retirement in
fact a converted chicken shed, although the
mid 2011) recalls; “In 1987 Air Cdre Stuart
casual observer could easily be deceived
McIntyre, ex-Director CAANZ and Prof.
into thinking that it was a new purpose
Graham Hunt, instigated and inaugurated
built aviation building. It was only the
Massey Aviation Institute, located in the
abundance of mice and a certain ambiance
Commercial Complex at Massey University,
in the warmer weather that gave the show
Palmerston North. Initially, an Australian
away. A few years later the adjoining
Company, owned by
Mr Jim Sparks, was
contracted to provide
the aeronautical
experience and students
enrolled into a Massey
International Training
University Diploma
Massey University
course with the
School of Aviation
University providing
has trained various
academic teaching. In
international pilot
1994, Massey became
cohorts. From 1993the only University
96 it held a Contract
in the Southern
with Garuda Airline
Hemisphere to have a
(Indonesia) to train
Bachelor of Aviation
cadets for the Bachelor
programme with its own
of Aviation degree;
Hugh Francis after the ferry flight from Ardmore of the last two DA-40 Aircraft MTA & MTE in
aircraft.
and, to convert Flight
November 2009. Picture by Paul Kearney.
The first Head of
Engineers to CPL
the School of Aviation was Professor
‘monogastric unit’ or pig department was
level. In 1994 this was reciprocated with
Graham Hunt and he was encouraged by
acquired to provide additional office space
67 Massey graduates (past and present)
excellent support from the wider University
as the School expanded. A happy fusion of
undertaking an internship as co-pilot on
- especially Professor Graeme Fraser bacon and eggs.
B-737-400 Garuda aircraft for two years,
Associate Vice Chancellor Academic who
In the early days all the Instructors
based in Djakarta.
retired in 2007. Professor Fraser was
and students were accommodated at the
From 1995-96 the School delivered a
also Chairman of the Aviation Board of
‘Poultry Farm’. With flying activities taking
contract with Xiamen Airlines (Peoples
Management, and therefore instrumental
place at Milson airport some 11 km away
Republic of China) to train three courses
in setting up and ensuring the early success
there was constant commuting with waves
of pilots to CPL level at Palmerston North.
of what we now know as the School of
of cyclists and motor vehicles ranging to
Further international recognition
Aviation.
and from both locations. This frequently
came in 1996, when the School’s ATPL
led to staff or students being at the right
Programme was recognised by Singapore
The Poultry Farm
place at the wrong time or the wrong
CAA for pre-validation of licences for
In 1990 the School of Aviation moved
place at the right time or simply just lost in
those Singaporeans successful at passing
to a refurbished ‘chicken house’ at Poultry
transit. At least it promoted physical fitness
the ‘ATPL Differences Course’.
Farm Rd, Palmerston North. The road
for the cyclists.”
Other international collaborations
outside the School of Aviation was
included a Search and Rescue Course held
subsequently renamed ‘Aviation Way’ and
Cross Country (literally)
for the Royal Brunei Air Force and a Cabin
Hugh says that up to seven ATPL Courses
Among Ritchie’s many achievements
Crew - Air Hostess Course for 30 Korean
were being conducted at a time.
during his long and varied Aviation career,
Airline staff at the School’s Albany, North
Dr Ritchie de Montalk – an eminent
he says he can “proudly claim the honour
Auckland campus.
PhD graduate of the School and current
of completing the longest cross-country
Manager Aviation Safety recalls those days
flight in the history of the School of
Development through the years
with clarity - and some humour; “The
Aviation. In April 1992 I departed from
In 1996 The School of Aviation
School’s first dedicated building was at
our maintenance base in Hamilton in
commenced annual Flight Instructor
Turitea in a rural setting close to the main
ZK-MBE suitably equipped with an extra
Courses which incorporated 5 hours of
University Campus. The building was
fuel tank in the rear seat, in the company
aerobatic flight training. Aerobatics have
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often featured as part of the School’s flying
completely new fleet of aircraft to replace
curriculum and over the years students
the ancient Warrior (PA-28) and Seneca
have experienced ‘flying to the limits’ in a
(PA-34) aircraft. The fleet of 12 Diamond
variety of aircraft including the Cessna 152,
DA-40 and 2 DA-42 aircraft arrived in mid
Robin, CT4B and CT4E. A special treat
2009 and at the same time the School’s
was experienced by some of the students
training syllabus was completely revamped
on the Flight Instructor’s course who did
to reflect the new aircraft by introducing
their spinning training in a DH Tiger Moth
a scenario-based syllabus. Now the first
specially hired for the occasion.
cohort of pilots (Massey 53) to train in the
National recognition came in 1998 when
new fleet are about to be awarded their
unique distinction was bestowed upon the
Wings (in late November 2011).
School of Aviation by the New Zealand
Such significant investment in
Civil Aviation Authority. This granted an
technology and radical development of
Equivalence Approval, under which the
ab-initio flight training practices have been
students’ University examination results
recognised by the airline industry, to the
are accepted in lieu of CAA examinations,
extent that in 2011 the Air New Zealand
and Flight Examiners from the School
Aviation Institute appointed Massey
are approved for conducting flight tests
University School of Aviation to be a
for issue of
Flight Training
licences. This
Partner.
privilege is
The
exclusive
Aviation
to Massey
Management
University
programmes
School of
have also
Aviation.
attracted many
In 2005
students. Staff
Captain Ashok
working shift
Poduval
rosters in the
succeeded Prof
global aviation
Graham Hunt
industry
to the position
Dr Ritchie de Montalk has been with Massey University School including the
of Aviation since the early days and still holds the record for the New Zealand
of General
longest cross country flight (to Malaysia).
Manager of
Defence
the School of Aviation. He now holds
Forces, as well as airline crew, find the
the position of CEO. Ashok brought
flexibility offered by the distance learning
significant airline experience to the role; he
mode of study most useful - and many
has been an airline pilot with over 12,000
have been able to advance their career
hours of flying, has extensive training
opportunities as a result.
experience, and tertiary qualifications in
Massey graduates fly for many airlines
Aeronautics and Business Administration.
around the world including military flight
He also held senior management positions
establishments, and others have taken
in airlines and in IATA.
leading roles in aviation management
In 2006 the School’s Head Office
organisations.
premises at Aviation Way were closed and
These are just some of the memories
relocated to the Social Science Tower,
of the past 25 years and we look forward
Massey University Turitea site, where it
to sharing more stories with former staff,
remains to this day. A new FRASCA 142
students and friends of the School at the
Simulator was also purchased.
Jubilee next year.
For a few years the School also
conducted Helicopter training courses at
For more information
Masterton and Ardmore until the decision
For up to date news, photos and events,
was made to focus solely on fixed wing
visit Massey University School of Aviation
flight training.
on FaceBook (Massey-University-School
The School holds the philosophy that
-of-Aviation).
‘a pilot, educated to the highest university
To learn more about flight training, or to
academic standards, and trained in
enquire about the 25th Jubilee celebrations
accordance with industry best practices,
in 2012, contact Anke Smith on 021
is indeed an aviator with a difference, and
MASSEY, email: a.c.smith@massey.ac.nz or
an asset to any airline.’ Therefore in 2009
visit www.massey.ac.nz/massey/learning/
the University approved the purchase of a
departments/school-aviation/

Classic Cubs

The Home of
Taildragger Training

CLASSIC CUBS specialises in PPL
Training, Taildragger Ratings, aircraft
hire, BFRs, mountain and strip flying.
Training is offered in a beautifully
restored 1957 Piper Cub in the relaxed
atmosphere of the rural Te Kowhai
aerodrome. Pilots enjoy learning with
Bill, who is an experienced Instructor
and who understands the importance
of teaching correct ‘stick and rudder’
skills. Bill has a current ‘B’ Cat instructor
rating and is experienced in flying and
instructing in a wide range of aircraft,
from microlights, and GA aircraft, to
large multi engine types, and is a current
First Officer on the Airbus A320. The
wide range of aircraft type ratings allows
him to conduct BFRs in our aircraft or
yours, and BFRs can be an adjunct to
your taildragger rating, or vice versa.
It is our mission to provide quality,
personalised flight training. Bills’
philosophy is a disciplined approach
to training, (backed up by his 16,000
hours and airline background). Low
traffic volumes and small landing fees at
Te Kowhai give good value for money.
When the pilot is up to experiencing a
busy Air Traffic Control environment
and/or a sealed runway, Hamilton is only
a short ten minute flight away.
Classic Cubs has had the pleasure of
training pilots from varied backgrounds
(from nil flying experience to current
airline pilots) and from ages 17 to 70
years. All have chosen to learn with
Bill through recommendation from
others and because they want ‘1 on 1’,
personalised education. So if you are
looking for a more personal approach to
learning to fly or want to have some fun
while extending your skills, please contact
Bill or Neroli, phone 07 829 7579 or 021
065 4538, or visit www.supercub.co.nz

KiwiFlyer invites readers to send in contributions that will be of general interest to the NZ aviation community. Call us to discuss.
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Mentored IFR Hour Building at RidgeAir

Instructional Techniques and Flight Testing

RidgeAir is based at Omaka Aerodrome in Blenheim. Coming
Ross says the focus during training is Cockpit Management;
from an Airline and General Aviation background, Chief Pilot Ross
“These days with RNAV procedures becoming prolific and aircraft
McCullum took over the reins in January of 2010, having been
equipment such as GPS being closer to the functionality found
flying in Australia for the past 25 years.
on something like a Boeing 737, it is important that the pilot learn
Ross has a wealth
to utilise the automatics and
of experience across
navigation equipment to their full
a broad range of
extent.” He believes that gone are
aviation activity. Prior
the days of pure stick and rudder
to joining RidgeAir, his
IFR flying, as there is simply
most recent role was
too much going on; “though
as Head of Training
when things turn pear shaped, a
and Standards for
competent IFR pilot should be
Macair Airlines, based
able to take control.”
in North Queensland,
That said, Ross also believes
who at the time
that; “Within today’s complex
operated a fleet of
aviation environment, when an
Saab 340, Metroliner
auto-pilot or key navigation unit
and ATR-42 aircraft.
does stop working then the focus
At RidgeAir, Ross
of the flight should change. Now
immediately identified
the pilot should consider the
what he considered was
degradation of the automation
RidgeAir trainees might find themselves flying this Cessna 402C as Pilot in Command
a missing opportunity
or navigation solution at hand,
Under Supervision, under the guidance of an experienced Captain.
for young and newly
and if serious enough, rather than
certificated IFR pilots in the CAA Part 135 charter environment.
push on manually to the end goal, the flight should become one of
Simultaneously, Ross was considering the challenging
recovery to the nearest suitable destination for repairs.”
environment for flying in New Zealand as regards to weather,
Visit www.ridgeair.co.nz for more information, call Ross on
terrain and the variety and complexity of Instrument Approaches
021 246 2544 or email: ross@ridgeair.co.nz
that are a feature of aviation here. For reasons of passenger safety
and comfort, Ross preferred that the RidgeAir fleet be operated as
a Two Pilot model wherever possible. This approach also provided
an opportunity for newly certificated IFR Pilots who have no way
of honing their skills, due to not having enough twin time to meet
insurance requirements in order to hire a twin engine aircraft.
As a result, RidgeAir now offers Advanced Multi Engine IFR
training that incorporates a high level of mentoring to young pilots.
New trainees undertake induction training and complete a Part 135
OCA, whereby they are then able to operate as Pilot in Command
Under Supervision (ICUS) on charter flights under the tuition and
guidance of an experienced Captain.
As part of this training a strong emphasis is placed on Two
Pilot CRM, including Checklist Philosophy, Scan Flow Procedural
Techniques, Cockpit Intercommunication skills, along with
Emergency and Abnormal Phase One and Phase Two procedures.
This has a lasting effect on trainees, who are ultimately looking
to transition to a major airline. Under the RidgeAir scheme, they
gain a sound understanding of two crew / two pilot procedures
whilst also being mentored in real life IFR competencies, where real
decisions need to be made in a wide range of scenarios.
The IFR hour building mentoring program has proven to be of
great benefit to new trainees as well as very cost effective for them,
with ICUS training in the Cessna 402C and Seneca IV available for
as little as $150 per hour.
Trainees who are on a mission to enhance their experience
quickly, also have the option of purchasing a block of hours on
either aircraft type and undergoing the same type of sorties as
would be expected on normal Part 135 charter flights, again whilst
under the guidance and mentorship of an experienced Captain.
RidgeAir also offer Type Ratings on both aircraft types plus GPS
/ GNSS RNAV and Advanced IFR Instrument training to students.

with Flight Test New Zealand
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FROM A background in flying and flight operations management,
Steve Kingsbury formed Flight Test New Zealand in 1998 to
provide flight examination services as a Part 141 accredited
organisation. Starting with three Examiners, the company quickly
grew from these humble beginnings to what is now the largest
such organisation in New Zealand, having 21 Flight Examiners
covering all areas of the country. Over the years, Steve has taken
opportunities to expand the company which now operates a TP200
turboprop simulator based on a Beechcraft King Air B200. Flight
Test NZ also provides training for Aerobatic and GPS ratings,
as well as conducting Instructional Techniques training courses
to meet CAA requirements for new C and D category Instructor
Rating issues.
KiwiFlyer recently
spent some time talking to
Steve about his company,
and attending part of an
Instructional Techniques course
run by Ross Crawford.

with examples and anecdotes. He ensures that there are practical
illustrations of every part of learning theory and the principles
required to be covered. In addition, participants receive workbooks
and course notes on CD.
The four day course is structured around Principles of Learning,
Training Aids, Human Factors, Air Exercise Training, and actual
presentation experience and observation.
During the course, every participant undertakes three
presentations to the group. A warm-up presentation on the first
day is about themselves, plus the best Instructor or Teacher they
have had and why. On the second day, each must give a 5 minute
presentation on how an aircraft flies, aimed at someone with no
knowledge of aircraft, hence a
requirement to teach within a
time frame and without using
any technical jargon. The last
day of the course is devoted to
20 minute presentations from
each participant on a subject of
their choice related to aviation.
These presentations offer
Instructional Techniques
some a first experience of
The Civil Aviation Authority
talking in front of a group and
requires new C and D category
interacting with their audience,
Instructors to have completed
maintaining interest, recovering
an Instructional Techniques
Course prior to their Instructor A class photo from the October 2011 Instructional Techniques Course run by Ross from a hole, etc. They provide
Crawford from Flight Test New Zealand and held at the Auckland Aero Club.
an opportunity for all those
rating issue flight test. This
involved to pick up on issues such as good use of diagrams, colour,
course runs over four days and has a credit that is valid for just 12
humour, style, etc., as well as less desirable traits such as talking to
months, so candidates do need to ensure they sit their Instructor
the board, nervous tics, being an unintended source of distraction
rating before the credit expires.
from the lesson, and more.
Flight Test New Zealand run a course somewhere in NZ about
Constructive criticism and debriefing skills are also developed,
every 6 to 8 weeks. Attendee numbers are restricted to between 4
and 10 people, with about 240 people having undertaken the course
as the prior presenter must give a debrief to the current presenter’s
to date. Groups typically involve about two thirds new CPL holders,
presentation which is then followed up with a group discussion
with the remainder being more experienced pilots seeking a D Cat.,
and wrap up from Ross. There are always noticeable improvements
some a C Cat., and occasionally ag. pilots preparing for an E Cat.
to the presentations given on the first three days. Also noticeable
Although heavily aviation focused, Steve says that the course
on the last day is how each presenter picks up on the strengths of
is not just for budding instructor/pilots and is also applicable to
previous presentations and builds them into their own. (Hint to
others in instructing roles. For example, Vincent Aviation send all
future attendees – go last!)
of their Flight Attendant trainers on the course.
The format Ross follows provides plenty of take-away learnings,
The course is taken by Ross Crawford, himself an A category
as all involved experience what works and what doesn’t. The
Instructor. Ross also holds a B.Av. degree and has a broad
approach taken also helps to overcome presentation nerves and
background in both airline training and general aviation. The course
teach participants how to deal with these.
covers the academic requirements and theory of instruction, but
Ross’ presentation style is to raise issues with bullet points which
thanks to Ross’ background, is loaded with the sharing of wisdom
are then discussed interactively with the class who can take notes
from Ross’ practical experience of 45 years flight instruction. Ross
in workbooks which are provided. As an example, a bullet point of
says he deliberately orientates his training towards the practical
‘Instruction in the cockpit’ will involve a discussion covering; When
as he believes the training experience should be pleasurable and
and when not to speak; Coordinating patter with the brief; Relating
memorable rather than one of immersion in theory books.
instruction to ground and previous lessons; Knowing when to be
To teach Instructional Techniques, CAA require a NZ training
reassuring; Knowing when to stop a lesson early; Determining the
qualification and some involvement with aviation, but there is no
correct pace for the exercise; and Keeping calm, structured, and
mandate to how much of the course is about ‘theory of learning’
focused. The discussion, note taking, and anecdotes involved make
and how much is about ‘teaching aviation well’. In the past, some
for memorable (and often entertaining) teaching.
of the available courses have been biased to the former, and Steve
Ross also offers good advice for when the time comes to sit
and Ross are proud to quote students who have attended both
the C cat issue test. He says one of the most important issues
and declared they wish they had come to one of Ross’ courses
is that candidates are confidently prepared to simply explain the
the first time. Ross relates all aspects of the course to aviation
considerations involved in any exercise. They need to be able to
Would you like to see a profile on your business in KiwiFlyer? Call us on 0800 535937 to discuss options.
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get up on the whiteboard and demonstrate Principles of Flight
concepts based on notes they have prepared themselves, rather than
from another Instructor’s notes or PowerPoint presentation. This
is a common reason for C Cat. exam failure, with those who have
learned Principles of Flight purely from a text without practicing
explanations and diagrams at the whiteboard themselves, often
exposing deficiencies in their knowledge and teaching techniques.
Ross also reminds potential Instructors of the responsibility of
the task; “You are not teaching someone to fly – you are training a
pilot.” Young students will often put their Instructor on something
of a pedestal (deserved or undeserved) and learn and later mimic
the behaviours they have observed. Instructors owe it to their
students, and our aviation industry, to do the best job they can and
ensure that all the habits they pass on are good ones.
Participant Feedback

After the course at Ardmore in October, KiwiFlyer spoke to
Michael Thompson and Brent Foreman who had both attended,
but with quite different experience and ambitions. Michael is a new
CPL with an instrument rating, taking the next step in his career.
Brent is a successful businessman, aviation enthusiast and pilot who
wants to give something back to the industry.
Both say they initially saw the requirement as being a 4 day
course that had to be done, rather than the enjoyable opportunity
it became to learn and improve instructional techniques. Brent
says he thought it would be heavy going theory and jargon, but by
the second day was thinking “this is great – I’m starting to learn
something here and enjoy it”. He says that Ross made the course
very interesting and put a lot of effort into building up all course
participants throughout the programme, also noting how important
the small things can be during instruction. He was pleased that the
course was kept relevant to aviation and says that others have told
him he was lucky to be on a course run by Ross.
Michael says that for him, the course emphasised how students
learn in different ways, and how to teach to suit. He says he knows
that a bad Instructor can negatively influence the student and notes
that Ross drove in the obligation Instructors have to motivate
students and teach in the right way.
Brent and Michael both highly recommend the Flight Test NZ
course with Ross to future C and D cat candidates, and are looking
forward to applying their newly learned skills.

are enthusiastic about aviation and gain satisfaction from sharing
their knowledge.
The company presently offers flight testing services to more
than 45 organisations throughout NZ. These services include:
l Instrument rating continued competence;
l Endorsement removal for additional navigation aids, multi
engine instrument rating;
Private
pilot licence issue – aeroplane;
l
Instructor
rating continued competence for B and C category
l
instructors aeroplane and helicopter;
l Instructor rating additional privileges aerobatic, night and
spinning;
Aerobatic
rating issue and continued competence;
l
GPS
rating
issue and continued competence;
l
Operational
competency IFR and VFR for Part 125 and 135
l
aeroplane or helicopter organisations; and,
l Special purpose checks for ski and float planes.
Flight Test NZ Flight Examiners are based in Northland,
Ardmore, Hamilton, Tauranga, Napier, Wanganui, Wellington,
Blenheim, Nelson, Christchurch and Dunedin. Steve says they
welcome enquiries from Examiners not presently involved with
the company and are currently seeking helicopter Examiners. They
are also mentoring some new A Cats into the role and providing
associations for them with the rest of the team.
For more information

Check the Flight Test NZ website www.flighttestnz.co.nz for
future course schedules and locations or phone Steve Kingsbury on
07 866 5623, email: steve.kingsbury@flighttestnz.co.nz

Customer focused flight training for private and professional pilot licences
Offering modular full-time, all inclusive
training courses for:

Flight Examiners and Flight Testing

Steve explains the Flight Test NZ examining philosophy as
being not just to check the pilot, but to make the flight check an
enjoyable and learning experience by also sharing some of the
Examiners wisdom with the candidate during the flight. Flight Test
NZ Flight Examiners have a wealth of knowledge and skills, with
backgrounds ranging from Airline Captains to Topdressing Pilots
(many have been both). Steve emphasises that students should see
their flight test as a valued part of their training, as all Examiners

l
l
l

PPL: duration 3 months, $12,960
CPL: duration 8 months, $33,100
MEIR: duration 2 months, $15,725

Contact the CFI for course start details:
cfi@flynpt.co.nz or 03 548 2800
NPT also offers:
l All aircraft type ratings
l Mountain flying ratings
l Night ratings
l IR, MULTI and TEA endorsements
l Instructor ratings
l Hour building packages from $170 / hour
NPT operates a fleet of brand new and late model aircraft
equipped with GPS and EFIS.

Personalised Flight Training from Specialists in Mountain Flying

IR ratings include TEA (Technically Enhanced Aircraft)
endorsements.

We offer PPL, CPL and Advanced Mountain Flying Training
including Beach and Strip landings, C172 & C206 Ratings.

STUDENT LOANS ARE OFFERED THROUGH THE
BNZ FOR THE COMPLETE FULL-TIME CPL COURSE.

Employment opportunities are available on
Charter & Scenic operations around Fiordland and the Southern Alps.
Ph: (03) 442 3148 or 0508 MILFORD       www.wakatipuaeroclub.com
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Train at Matamata with
Middle Earth Flying School
Personalised PPL, CPL
and MEIR Training
No wasted taxi or holding time
Controlled airspace is only
moments away
Focused and cost efficient
Our brand new
Tecnam Twin is here
Owned and run by airline pilots
with industry experience
spanning over four decades

Malcolm: 027 484 0635

Multi Engine
Instrument Rating

Our Mission at Middle Earth Flying School is
to educate and empower the next generation
of professional aviators. Owned and run
by professional pilots, the team at MEFS is
dedicated to passing on our passion for flying
to our students.
Our CFI, David Giles and CEO, Malcolm
Reynolds, have between them over 30,000
hrs and 50 years of flying experience. We are
based at Matamata, a low-traffic movement
airfield allowing for faster, safer and more
efficient training. Hamilton and Tauranga
are minutes away, for advanced training in
controlled airspace. With a low student to

Multi Crew Co-operation
Crew Resource Management Course

$350

$1850

Instrument Rating
Renewal

G.P.S. Rating

$1400

So, whether you are looking to indulge in
recreational flying or seeking pathways to a
career in aviation, please get in touch with
Malcolm at MEFS.

Instrument Rating
Currency

2.5 hours FFS per crew
1 hour Briefings/Debriefings
Course material

8 hours FFS per crew
2.5 hours Briefings/Debriefings
Course material & Flight test fee

We currently offer training at all levels from
PPL through to MEIR using our two single
engine trainers and our latest addition, the
Tecnam P2006T Twin. We have an excellent
flight safety record and a 100% first-time
licensing exam pass-rate.

www.middleearthflyingschool.co.nz

E: malcolm@mefs.co.nz

25 hours FFS per crew
5 hours Briefings/Debriefings
Course material

$3500

instructor ratio, one-on-one mentoring is
possible for all learners and training can be
tailored to suit each individual’s requirements.

Garmin 1000/530/430
7 hours FFS per crew
2.5 hours Briefings/Debriefings
Course material & Endorsement fee

$990

20 hours FFS per crew
5 hours Briefings/Debriefings
Course material + Exam

Pre-Interview Flight Simulator
Handling Course
6 hours FFS per crew
1.5 hours Briefings/Debriefings
Course material + Exam

$850

Instrument Rating
Refresher

GA FFS Dry Lease

Right H and Seat Familiarisation

Ardmore based
CAA approved
24/7

3 hours FFS per crew
1 hour Briefings/Debriefings
Course material

$1990

Prices include GST and are subject to change.

15 hours FFS per crew
3.5 hours Briefings/Debriefings
Course material

140 de Havilland Lane, Falcomposite Building, Ardmore Aiport.
P: 0800-000-672
E: contact@executiveflight.co.nz

$400

WWW.EXECUTIVEFLIGHT.CO.NZ

PROFESSIONAL AVIATION TRAINING USING REDBIRD FULL MOTION FLIGHT SIMULATION

October / November 2011

www.kiwiflyer.co.nz

Please support our advertisers and tell them you saw their advertisement in KiwiFlyer.
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CRM Training for Flying in the Wire and Obstruction Environment
BACK in August of this year, Bob
Feerst again visited New Zealand and
presented his world acclaimed course
‘Crew Resource Management in the Wire
and Obstruction Environment’ to around
200 people in three locations across the
country. KiwiFlyer attended the Auckland
course and as we have said before, the
material covered and take-away learnings
are invaluable, whether attending for the
first time or as a refresher. It really should
be compulsory at least for all rotary wing
pilots. Making an applause worthy move
in this direction was Phill Maguire of
Helicopter Flight Training at Ardmore, who
significantly subsidised places on the course
for all of his pilots and students.
Bob says that there are two reasons
people don’t have wire and obstruction
accidents, the first being that they have a
firm understanding of the risks and hazards
and continually manage these during the
flight, and the second being luck – which
catches up with you eventually. Proper
situational awareness is not just being
‘aware of your situation’ but is about
constantly keeping the specific awareness
in mind and doing something about it. A
parallel can be made with diet and exercise
– we’re aware that we should eat well and
exercise more, but doing it effectively is a
different matter.
Good situational awareness requires
a working knowledge of the wire and
obstruction environment and Bob’s course

delivers this in a very practical, aviation
orientated and memorable way. You really
do need to do the course to realise just how
much you don’t know. For example, many
pilots might say they know about wire
safety already; “don’t look for the wire, look
for the structures”, except 20% of wirestrike survivors never saw the structures,

probably because they didn’t know where
or how to look. In any case, it’s not just
seeing, but knowing how to behave around
wires and structures that really matters.
Bob says that in all the accidents they
investigate, 60% of victims failed to see the
wire. That means that 40% did see it and
still flew into it. Another myth is that only
inexperienced pilots hit wires, except that
statistics say the most likely group to have
a wire-strike are the 5 to 10 thousand hour
pilots, the second most likely group being
10 thousand hour plus pilots.
The course is loaded with not just the
theory and dynamics of wire systems,
wire visibility, behaviour and illusions in

different conditions, but also great advice
for how to deal with these and mitigate the
risks they present.
In parallel with teaching a working
knowledge of the wire and obstruction
environment, Bob instructs attendees in
Crew Resource Management (CRM). The
course is also invaluable for crew members.
In fact overseas, 80% of attendees are
not pilots. (In New Zealand the figure is
currently closer to 25%.) This is about
learning how to stay on task and looking
for cues in the environment, avoiding
‘code red’ situations where reaction to a
threat is required, but also immediately
recognising such situations if they do
occur and knowing how to deal with them.
Bob covers a wide range of verbal and
non verbal cues to watch out for in CRM,
including numerous practical examples that
no doubt ring true with many attendees.
All of Bob’s examples come from real
situations, assembled from more than
20 years of accident investigations by
his company and others, plus from the
collected wisdom that has been fed back
into the course by the many thousands
whom Bob has presented to over time.
These feedback loops provide a strong
evolution to the course such that even
those attending for refresher purposes are
sure to leave with new knowledge on board.
See below for new opportunities to learn
this material and don’t miss the next one in
your area.

New Wire-Strike Avoidance Course for Private Pilots and Training Schools
DURING his introduction to the courses
presented here in August, Bob Feerst was
pleased to announce the establishment of a
‘Joint Venture’ with John Fogden of Total
Aviation Quality Ltd. (TAQ) here in NZ.
This represents the opening of the third
overseas representation of Bob’s company,
Utilities Aviation Specialists Inc. (www.
helicoptersafety.com) outside of the US.
Bob has a personal affinity with our
country and loves to come down here.
However, with an ever-increasing global
demand for his safety-related training
in CRM in the wire and obstruction
environment, and emerging training in
Hong Kong and China, there was a real risk
that the NZ aviation industry was going to
find itself on the end of a very long waiting
list for Bob’s attention.
John has maintained a close association
with Bob since his inaugural visit to NZ in
1998 and has attended a number of Bob’s
presentations both here and overseas. John
42

was concerned that the material from Bob’s
training could be lost to the NZ aviation
industry. “I am extremely pleased that Bob
has entrusted TAQ with the presentation
of his safety courses. This represents the
first time Bob has allowed his courses to
be presented by anyone else outside of the
North American continent.”
John’s intention is to initially present
a 4 hour ‘Wire-Strike Avoidance’ course
designed specifically for private pilots and
training schools both in New Zealand and
Australia. This course, while containing
much of the same information, is not a
substitute for the one-day ‘CRM in the
wire and obstruction environment’ course
designed for commercial operators that has
been attended by many New Zealand pilots.
This course, and other specially tailored
courses, are intended to be available to instil
wire avoidance awareness at grass-roots
level to the large number of helicopter
and fixed wing owners and pilots who
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traditionally operate outside the structured
commercial environment and yet can still
find themselves in ‘the wire environment.’
Having the courses available in-country will
mean they can be presented on-demand at
a timing and location to suit the customer.
The course will focus on teaching
pilots to understand where the wire and
obstruction environment really is, the
dynamics of that environment, visibility
engineering (what you can and can’t see,
and why), how to forecast the presence
of wires and hazards, and traps waiting
for untrained pilots in the low-level
environment.
Specialist courses will be tailored to
address other sectors of the industry.
Further information on this or any other
of the safety training courses is available by
contacting either John Fogden by email:
john@totalaviationquality.co.nz or
Bob’s General Manager, Lyn Sims by email:
lynsims@helicoptersafety.com
www.kiwiflyer.co.nz
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Professional Flight and Ground Training at Auckland Aero Club
PROFESSIONAL Personalised Flight Training is delivered by
motivated individuals. Training programmes are tailored for
a team of highly experienced instructors at the New College of
individual requirements ensuring that all minimum requirements
Aviation (training division of Auckland Aero Club). It is this
are met and usually well in excess of what is required to ensure that
professional personalised approach
students are well prepared for theory
which sees many students choose
examinations and flight tests. Classes
us as their preferred flight training
are kept at a minimum size to ensure
provider. Our team consists of four
individualised tuition which many
full time Category B instructors with
students appreciate. At the Auckland
assistance from two Category A
Aero Club you are not just a
instructors as required.
‘number’ as many students often feel
The Auckland Aero Club was
at larger training organisations.
founded in 1928 and has a history
As well as providing professional
that no other training facility can
flight training we cater for pilots
Professional Flight and Ground Training Available
ever emulate with an unsurpassable
who wish to obtain aerobatic ratings,
training record that spans more
formation ratings and tail wheel
Licences and Ground Courses: PPL and CPL
than 80 years. Auckland Aero Club
ratings. Pilots seeking an aerobatic
Instrument Ratings: Single and Multi
has in fact trained more airline
rating should look no further than
Instructor Ratings: C & B
pilots flying here and overseas than
the Auckland Aero Club. Our pilots
Night Ratings - Tail Dragger Ratings
any other training organisation in
are some of the most experienced
Aerobatics Ratings - Formation Flying
NZ. This record is testimony to
in the country - many of whom
500 Harvard Lane, Ardmore Airfield Ph 09 2998590 Fax 09 2998592
the commitment and reputation
have flown in the Air Force and are
Email: flightdesk@aac.org.nz Web: www.aac.org.nz
of providing quality individualised
national champions. Competition
training to pilots. Many of those pilots are still current members
flying is a strong facet of the aero club which helps increase pilot
at the club and assist with ensuring that only the very highest of
skill in a fun competitive environment where a great deal of
standards are met to conform to what airlines are seeking today.
comradeship is most certainly evident.
New Zealand College of Aviation offers full time PPL, CPL,
We warmly invite you to contact us and will be happy to discuss
MEIR and Category C instructor rating courses for highly
any questions or queries to begin your aviation journey.

PACIFIC HELICOPTER TRAINING is based in Christchurch, New Zealand.
We are NZCAA Part 141 approved, offering a range of services for those
who may simply want to obtain a Private Pilots Licence in order to fly for
recreation; individuals who wish to operate helicopters as a career with a
Commercial Pilots Licence; and others wishing to enhance their skills and
abilities with an Instructor rating, sling rating, night rating and more. Pacific
Helicopter Training is also available to those seasoned professionals looking
at requiring further Type Ratings and Bi-annual Flight Reviews.
Unlike many training schools, Pacific Helicopter Training is available for flight
training 7 days a week, allowing those working and studying weekdays the
opportunity and flexibility to enjoy flying at a time that suits them.

Limited student numbers means personalised career training at Pacific
Helicopter Training. We are happy to be the small guys offering flight training
to a select few who aim to achieve safe and highly professional standards.
Pacific Helicopter Training is proud to be the first in New Zealand to receive
the new revolutionary Guimbal Cabri G2 Helicopter. The Cabri G2 is the only
piston helicopter designed from scratch with the safety of its occupants as
top priority. It delivers a level of safety that was until now reserved for the
military and a few expensive turbine helicopters. In fact it is the only piston
engine helicopter to be certified under EASA CS-27 and FAA Far 27 rules.
Please contact us today or drop in for a chat for more information.

FLIGHT TRAINING
Pacific Helicopter Training introduces revolutionary
safety standards with the new Guimbal Cabri G2.
We have limited student numbers to
ensure personalised career training.
Contact us for PPL and CPL training, Type Ratings for
G2, R22, R44, Night Ratings and Instructor Ratings.
Christchurch International Airport
Contact Chris: P: 03 359 6891 M: 027 316 8444
E: chris@pacificaircraft.co.nz

More safety.  More utility.  More fun !

www.pacifichelicoptertraining.co.nz

KiwiFlyer is focused on the New Zealand aviation marketplace. Call us to discuss how we can help your business.
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Start Your Career at North Shore Aero Club
Contributed by Tim Marshall,
Club Captain of the North Shore Aero Club

A club flying trip around the South Island
of course.”
Past North Shore Instructors have
experienced great success all over the
world moving to airlines including Air
New Zealand, Cathay Pacific, Qantas and
Pacific Blue, flying the Beech 1900D, Q300,
Boeing 737, 747, 767, 777, and Airbus 320,
330, and 340 aircraft.

of our IFR aircraft are equipped with the
Garmin 430 GPS and the C182T has the
latest Garmin 1000 allowing us to offer
Technically Enhanced training

PASSION… that was the word my father
used to describe the key element required
A Full Range of Training
to being successful in aviation… and it is
No matter what type of flying training
exactly what drives us Instructors here at
you require, NSAC will be able to help you
North Shore Aero club (NSAC). We are
achieve your goals.
passionate about our students doing well,
In the air we offer
passionate about our students
Training for PPL, CPL,
developing safety orientated
Aerobatic Ratings, Type
attitudes, and passionate
Ratings, Instrument Ratings,
about helping our students
Instructor Ratings, Night
achieve goals.
Flying training, Terrain and
So when you are looking
Weather Awareness, Basic
for a Flight Training School
Mountain Flying and Multi
and/or Aero Club, whether
Engine Training. On the
to gain your Private Pilots
ground we offer full and part
License, engage in some
time PPL, CPL, Instrument
aerobatics, or complete a
Rating, and Aerobatic
Multi Engine Instrument
The Gulfstream GA-7 which is on line at North Shore Aero CLub
Ground Courses, all designed
Rating, North Shore Aero
Great Aircraft to Fly
to make those pesky exams a little easier.
Club has it all.
If you are seeking variety, North Shore
is the place for you, boasting a large fleet
Great Social Opportunities
Location, Location, Location
full of great options. Five Robin 2120
As the NSAC Club Captain, one of my
NSAC owns and operates North Shore
aircraft form the backbone of our training
roles is to make sure we have plenty of
Airfield situated just a hop, skip and 20
fleet, with Cessna 152s, Cessna 172s,
social activities for our members to enjoy.
minute drive from the Auckland CBD, up
Cessna 182s, and Piper PA-28s available.
This includes flying trips, Pilot Nights,
the Northern Motorway. Once airborne,
For Aerobatics, you choose from a Robin
Movie Nights, Aviation Pub Quizzes, Club
you are immediately positioned in a large,
2160 or a Slingsby T67M200. For Multi
Parties and much much more.
un-crowded flight training area offering
Engine Pilots we have a competitively
Our club lounge/bar is also a great place
low flying areas, CTA’s, CTR’s, varied
priced Gulfstream GA-7 online.
to relax after your flying and to catch up
terrain and a number of friendly airfields to
with flying friends who will no doubt all
visit all within 15nm.
Great IFR Opportunities
be telling tall aviation tales. It’s amazing
Only 8nm away from Whenuapai Air
what you can learn from chatting with
Experienced Instructors
Force base, with VOR/DME and ILS/
experienced pilots.
Our senior instructional group have
DME approaches, North Shore is ideally
So that is us in a nutshell, please feel free
logged more than 10,000 hours combined.
located for completing an Instrument
to pop in for a visit and a cuppa at Postman
Most of our Instructors are ‘B’ Cat
rating. We have two GNSS approaches and
Rd, Albany - head north from Auckland up
Instructors with Multi Engine, Night,
with Whangarei and Great Barrier Island
the Motorway, take the Silverdale off-ramp
Aerobatic and IFR training capabilities.
within easy range, we have access to NDB
and head down the old Albany highway.
Best of all they are all very approachable
approaches too. Our IFR fleet includes
We look forward to sharing our passion for
and aviation enthusiasts… “Guess what
two PA28s, C182s, and the GA7. Most
flying with you.
some of us did for our holidays this year...?

Products and Services

SIMPIT: 3D visual surround flight sim developed in NZ
IT HAS BEEN nearly two decades since 32 year old Czech
Contributed by Emily Bird
migrant, Tomas Zahradka, first dreamed of inventing a full flight
aircraft you can fly do behave as real models. This coupled with
simulator. Tomas, a C-Cat rotary wing instructor with more than
realistic portrayal of New Zealand and Australian terrain has
400hrs fulfilled his dream in August this year. While living in
allowed students and pilots to prepare for flight training, aircraft
Motueka, he built the first simulator with complete 3D visual
type ratings, flight missions and emergency procedures training.
surround using six individual projectors.
“Students will require less dual time in an aircraft therefore saving a
The simulator, with 270-degree vision immerses users (wearing
lot of money on training” says Tomas.
3D goggles if desired) in a realistic flying environment. The
Training in the simulator
technology is possibly
is
more
time efficient for
a world first after an
repeating
manoeuvres such
extensive global search
as
botched
approaches
earlier this year failed to
when
Tomas
can simply
find anything else like it.
drag
the
plane
back for you
Tomas’ enthusiasm and
enabling
another
immediate
passion for his custom built
attempt
rather
than
the
SIMPIT has you convinced
time
and
fuel
consuming
he’s offering a sophisticated
reality of committing a
simulator that is well ahead
go-round in real live flight.
of the market.
“It really allows you to
“Combining complete
focus on specific areas that
3D surround vision via
you need to practice” says
projection with the motion
Tomas.
seat, real controls and the
Tomas Zahradka in his simulator and (right) outside his SIMPIT operation in Nelson.
An hour’s flight costs
tracking system fools the
$75,
making
this
a
very
versatile
and
economic
simulator for flight
brain into thinking you’re in the air and flying” says Tomas.
instruction.
There
is
a
real
cost
saving
potential
for pilots and
Built into his SIMPIT are 150 choices of fixed wing and rotary
aviation
enthusiasts
who
would
like
to
receive
additional
training to
aircraft with 17,000 different airports from around the world to test
reach
a
desired
skill
level.
“With
increasing
fuel
costs
this
could be
your skills. Opportunities of flight range from circumnavigating the
an
invaluable
training
tool”,
says
Tomas,
“I’d
also
like
it
to
become
globe in a Boeing 747 to tearing up the skies while flying an early
the
first
VFR
training
tool
for
private
and
commercial
pilots.”
biplane in a wartime dogfight.
Tomas is hopeful that in the future CAA will accept hours spent
More than 200 people have already flown in his prototype
in
the
SIMPIT for recognised flying hours. “Although being the first
located in Nelson, and of those Tomas estimates more than half
of
its
kind
and setting a precedent for flight simulators, this could
hold a pilot’s license.
take
some
time”
he says.
Along with the variety of aircraft types and different terrain
After
15
years
of development Tomas is excited to find himself
available, flyers can also join global virtual aviation world VATSIM
on
an
aviation
journey
that could help change the industry. With
and compete in Friday night leagues of Red Bull air races.
interest
from
Norway,
America,
Germany and Australia, the future
A Dash 8 Air New Zealand captain has described flying in
for
SIMPIT
looks
secure.
Tomas’ SIMPIT as the closest experience he has had to being
For further information and bookings visit www.simpit.co.nz
in the actual aircraft. Other pilots to fly in it have confirmed the

RATINGS FOR ROBINSON R44 RAVEN II
NZ$ 800 per hour

Contact Steve Gibb
Ph: 027 484 7717 or  Email: anatokihelicopters@xtra.co.nz
Anatoki Helicopters operate from Nelson Airport
We offer services for:

Streamlined Flying Wires

Importing and Sourcing
Japanese logbook translation
Business Development Advice
Introduction and Liaison

Contact: Yasuo Ariyama
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P: 021 297 7715 E: jnzac@hotmail.com

Flying Wires available in Carbon Steel or Stainless Steel
		
to AN (671-676) or AGS (320-326) Specs.
Tie Rods available in Carbon Steel or Stainless Steel
		
to AN (701-706) or AGS (307-313) Specs.
Clevis fittings also available in Carbon Steel or Stainless Steel
		
to AN665, BS SP3 or AGS Specs.
Testing and recertification service for your old assemblies available.
 	

Russ Ward P: 021-116-1965 E: flyingwires@vintageaero.com

Would you like to see a profile on your business in KiwiFlyer? Call us on 0800 535937 to discuss options.
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The first Fly-in of 2012: New Years Day at Athbey Farm
FOR THE last six years, the first aviation event of every New
With over 70 hours in my log book including some 16 hours
Year has been held at Betty and Athol Sowry’s farm at Woodville.
solo cross country, my thoughts turned to perhaps buying my
Organised by the Manawatu Microlight Club, the event attracts an
own aircraft. But first I decided I needed to build a hangar. I
eclectic mix of aircraft that have included a range of Cessnas and
already had the ideal spot, a 700 metre topdressing air strip also
Pipers, Cresco, Rand, Jodel,
used for recreational flying
Rans, Tecnams, AgCat,
that came right up to the
Chipmunk, Europa, Vans,
garden fence. With so
Pitts, Titan, Gyros, and many
many glossy brochures on
more.
offer one would expect
This year, visitors will
hangar construction to be
have the benefit of a
a simple exercise but only
new 12m x 9m hangar to
one supplier bothered to
debate the sharing of, if the
quote to accommodate our
weather doesn’t play fair.
requirements, simultaneously
Constructing the hangar
ruling himself out on price.
Athol’s new hangar surrounded by visiting aircraft.
was a prerequisite for
Dannevirke Goldpine
Athol’s plans to acquire an aircraft of his own and its completion
came to the rescue after a chance conversation and we now have
back in July was thus worthy of a celebratory fly-in by the club.
a low profile Goldpine hangar complete with concrete floor. The
Athol picks up the story; “A few years ago my ambition to learn
occasion was worthy of a fly-in which was very well attended,
to fly was finally able to happen. The mortgage was paid, children
with Club Instructor Ed Evenbly being kept busy with trial flights
were educated and overseas travel had been sampled. So off to
throughout in the Club’s new Hanuman aircraft.
the Manawatu Microlight Club I went and lessons began. When
Our Athbey Farm Airstrip is 4nm NE of Woodville township.
a medical certificate was required a small concern was identified
New Year’s Day 2012 will be the 7th annual fly-in here, and yes the
that could have become a major problem if it hadn’t been treated
Editor of KiwiFlyer has flown into Athbey in his autogyro. We look
- proving why it is so important for us aging men to have regular
forward to welcoming you on the first of January.” (Hopefully the
check-ups. Thanks to the desire to fly and a thorough doctor, I’m
shiny new hangar will make it easier to find - Ed. :-) or put
now 100% cured.
40° 18’ 09 S 175° 54’ 51 E into your GPS.)

KiwiFlyer Event Guide
November 24th
ACAG Election Forum

The Aviation Community Advisory
Group is holding elections at the
Wellington International Airport
Conference Centre commencing 1.30pm.
Contact Rex Baynes, rbaynes@ihug.co.nz
January 1st
7th Annual New Years Day Fly-in

The world’s first aviation event every
year at Athbey Farm, Woodville. Contact
Manuwatu Microlight Club President Ed,
on 027 356 9787
January 21st
Joyeaux Noel evening WW1 Airshow

At Masterton 3-8pm. Ph. 021 311 606
January 28th-29th
Classics of the Sky Tauranga City Airshow

February 4th-5th
NZ Autogyro Assn. Fly-in and AGM

At Dannevirke. A wide range of aircraft
are expected to attend. Intro flights will
be available. www.autogyro.org.nz
March 3rd-4th
Tiger Moth Club Fly-in and AGM

At Stratford. Contact Paul Doherty.
email: paul_doherty2002@yahoo.com.au
March 4th
Matamata Airshow and Carnival

At Matamata. Flying displays, music and
events including fashion and wearable art,
plus military re-enactments. $10 per adult,
under 16s free. Free parking. Percent of
proceeds to local hospitals. More info on
www.matamata-airshow.co.nz or phone
Peter Ryan on 027 494 2537.

$14,900+GST + Antenna

March 4th-5th
Warbirds over Whitianga

Including a large range of warbirds,
RNZAF, jets, aerobatics, helicopters, sport
aircraft and more.
www.taurangacityairshow.co.nz

Titan T-51 fly-in at Whitianga. Evening
social with guest speaker John Williams,
CEO of Titan Aircraft. Competitions.
Rain date March 11-12. Contact Peter
Walton, email: peter.walton@xtra.co.nz

New Evektor Harmony LSA

How much is your life/wife worth?

Now available for Cessna 172 and 182

BRS Whole Aircraft Parachute distribution and service is now available in New Zealand from Leading
Edge Aviation Ltd. We are the only factory authorised repacking centre in the Southern Hemisphere.
Phone Bryn Lockie on 021 681 900
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Email: bryn@lockie.co.nz

www.brsaustralia.com

Email details of your upcoming event to editor@kiwiflyer.co.nz for inclusion in our Event Guide
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The Power of Volunteers
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Contributed by Trevor Dance from NSAC

How North Shore Aero Club is thriving during a recession
IF YOU HAD attended the North Shore
attend the NSAC AGM, we say A BIG
summer of 2013 and leading up to a major
Aero Club AGM, on 13th July this year,
THANK YOU to you as well - we know
social event around the special day itself.
you would never have imagined that there
who you are!
Between now and then, we have a full
was a worldwide recession in progress. A
Come and see if you or your aircraft
social calendar, plus a number of events
bustling crowd of chatting members filled
is pictured on the wall of the club rooms;
in between. On 22nd to 25th Feb 2012 are
the room. and twice the required number
we now have quality block photos of cool
the Nationals at NSAC, followed by an
of nominees pitched to try and
Open Day focusing on Vintage and
get one of the few positions on
Classic aircraft on 3rd Mar 2012
the committee. In fact you would
(email: flyingopenday@gmail.com).
be forgiven for wondering if we
Come along - you will be most
were giving away gold bars, with
welcome. We will be having fun in
huge salaries up for grabs. The
the air and on the ground. Check
reality is that those elected will not
out our website for the upcoming
only give hundreds of hours for
events on the front page and in the
free this year, but also spend their
calendar section – www.nsac.co.nz.
own money to help the club. It’s all
The facts are: there is no
about being a valued volunteer.
recession of goodwill, no rationing
This past year the club has
on willingness to help, and
achieved what was thought to
no shortage of free expertise.
be impossible. New hangers
Kind folk are willing to help in
have appeared, the Robin fleet
abundance for the price of a
was upgraded, over 2500 people
sincere thank you. Volunteers will
attended our first big Open Day
exceed your expectations in every
for nearly 10 years and by prudent
way - you just have to ask. From
governance we have improved
our experience at North Shore this
the financials to enable adequate
past year, we have people ‘banging
provision for aircraft depreciation
on the door’ to work for free. You
and maintenance, thus ensuring our
might wonder when or how this
fleet stays in excellent condition.
strange phenomenon happened.
Sound impossible? Again it’s about
When I speak with some of our
the value of volunteers.
older members, it seems that the
So how do you keep the
entire club was built this way. This
momentum with all the doom and
spirit built the clubhouse, sealed the
gloom around? It is not just about
runways, laid the taxiways, built the
saying thanks at a personal level
first hangers and improved the club
which is important, but this year
in so many ways over the years.
we made a special point of saying
We’ve been thinking about what
“Thank You” formally to the huge
we can do to improve more in the
number of kind folk who make the
future. One thing is to take more
club work at the AGM. Whether
time to pay respect to the shoulders
it is heaving, pushing and lifting
we are standing on today, so this
to achieve the smooth operation
year we will be writing about and
of the “hanger door project”
promoting our club history. We
or providing free professional
should make flying more affordable
expertise with the viewing deck
for those who are finding funds
upgrade, giving talks to the local
tight and we plan to do this with
schools or making signs for the
our “Give someone a lift” initiative.
Open Day, we made sure we said
For the future? Well, I for one
Over 2500 people attended the Club’s Open Day in February.
thank you.
look forward to the day when I
There were many more though and a
aircraft and folk enjoying themselves from
can recharge my aircraft for $10 and slip
good number of the people who helped
the Open Day all over the clubhouse. This
silently into the sky for a couple of hours
out were not even club members. Our
year we will be adding more as different
of electric flight… or perhaps I can get a
Open Day team was made up of Young
events take place.
big elastic band and ask some volunteers to
Eagles, family members, the ATC and many
So what is next with all this willing
wind it !
generous fellow pilots. Over 125 kind folk
help? 2013 is our Golden Anniversary year
For more information
gave time (and in come cases money) to
- North Shore Aero Club will be 50 years
Contact North Shore Aero Club on
make the 2011 free Open Day a reality. So
old on 25th September. We plan a really big
09 426 4273 or visit www.nsac.co.nz
for all those who played a part and did not
year, starting with another Open Day in the
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Brumby

Cicaré CH-7B Kit (100 Hp Rotax 912) now in production
Contact: Phil Sowersby at Hastings
Home: 06 878 8896 Mobile: 027 244 9890
Email: springbox@ihug.co.nz
www.brumbyhelicopters.com.au

KiwiFlyer invites readers to send in contributions that will be of general interest to the NZ aviation community. Call us to discuss.
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Sport and Recreation

HELISPECS
In stock now!!! Save yourself a killing on overseas freight charges

helicopter maintenance limited

Bell 206 JetRanger and 206 LongRanger service exchange spares

celebrating 30 years of maintaining working helicopters

INDICATOR TACHOMETERS
TEMP/PRESS INDICATORS
INDICATORS TOT
BLOWER MOTORS
RPM SENSORS
TACHOMETERS DUAL
TORQUE INDICATORS
INDICATORS LOAD/FUEL
INDICATORS FUEL QTY.
AIRSPEED INDICATORS
VOLTAGE REGULATORS

GOVERNORS – ALLISON 250
FUEL NOZZLES – ALLISON 250
LINEAR ACTUATORS
RCR’S
KY196A VHF COMM
PRESSURE SWITCHS
BOOST PUMPS
FUEL PUMP - ALLISON 250
INDICATOR TURN & SLIP
FUEL QTY TRANSMITTERS
Plus much more!!!

Eurocopter AS350/355 service exchange spares
NR INDICATORS
TORQUE INDICATORS
T4 INDICATORS
MULTIPLE INDICATORS
NG INDICATORS
FUEL QTY. INDICATORS
TACH BOXES
PC BOARDS
AIRSPEED INDICATORS
VOLTMETER INDICATORS

PC BOARDS
FILTER ASSY REGS
SERVOS
DRAIN VALVES
FUEL QTY TRANSMITTERS
STARTER GENS
BLOWER ASSYS
FUEL PRESS. INDICATORS
FUEL QTY. INDICATORS
CARGO HOOKS
Plus much more!!!

ALL ITEMS WITH FULL CERTIFICATION!!
Off the shelf delivery. Guaranteed no second billing (conditions apply).
Just arrived  -  MD 500 stock!!!

T +64 9 636 6840
F +64 9 636 6778
M +64 21 298 5750
E: tony.marsters@aeromarsters.co.nz www.aeromarsters.co.nz

HELISPRAY by HELISPECS
the originator of the carbon fibre boom concept

for Robinson R44

l Lightweight, 72kg with 4hp
Honda l Low mass oscillation
absorbing carbon fibre booms
l All stainless / carbon fibre
construction means zero
corrosion l Fast and simple
installation and removal
l Single boom isolation option

for AS350 B2, B3,
and Super C
l 1000 litre capacity with
room for foaming l Belly
tank incorporating simple one
person installation and removal
l Forward mounted carbon
fibre booms l Optional light
weight carbon fibre tank
l Single boom isolation option
l Accurate, pressure operated
contents gauge in pilot’s
console l Dump doors open
and close from pilot’s controls
for fire fighting and partial
load dumps l Designed by
Operators for Operators
l Competitively priced
l Buy NZ made

R44 BAGGAGE PODS by HELISPECS

Aircraft Painting
and Restoration Specialists
Talk to us before starting your aircraft paint or restoration project

We can prepare and finish your aircraft
to the highest standard

Sale

Asia Pacific Distributors for
Superflite FAA approved
Aircraft Paint
as used by leading
light aircraft manufacturers.

20% off
Coloured Dope
for a limited time

USA

Award Winning Fabric
Covering and Finish System

Is your painter experienced with: Preparation techniques that won’t
damage your aircraft; Corrosion identification and protection; Applying
high solids paint in low volume to save weight; Avoiding a brittle finish
that will crack over time; Finishing with a colour coat instead of adding
layers of clear to cover imperfections? If not, and if you care that the
result is the best it can be, talk to us. We offer you experience to do it:
The right way – The easy way – The first time.

www.pacificaerocoatings.com
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l 220 litres capacity per pod
l Light weight - each pod only
weighs 14kg l 250lb structural
load per pod l Vented for
animal carriage l Removable
drain bung for cleaning l
Simple 30 second installation
or removal l Elegant design
and excellent functionality

HELIPOWER by HELISPECS

Battery Installation for Bell 206, AS350, MD369C,D,E,F,530F,600N
l Maintenance free sealed lead acid batteries
l Light weight - 15lb saving over conventional lead acid battery
l 16 amp hours (typical NiCad is only 13 amp hours l Improved starting
l Initial installation $1800+gst l Replacement batteries $700+gst

NEW: R44 GROUND
HANDLING WHEELS
l Eliminates twisting loads l Increased skid
clearance l Telescoping handle

Phone Roger at HELISPECS
on 027 498 2812 to discuss
all your helicopter requirements
or email: heli.specs@hotmail.com

October / November 2011
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Soaring - A never ending learning experience
Contributed by Jill McCaw
LEARNING to glide is a never ending process. Maybe the correct
terminology would be learning to soar. Gliding implies passively
are instinctive and the pilot doesn’t have to think about how much
coming back down to earth and glider pilots hardly ever do that.
rudder to use in a turn. Before even making that turn into lift, being
Certainly that’s what the aircraft will do when the air is still but
current and comfortable in his glider will mean that he will probably
there is nearly always energy causing air to rise somewhere and a
feel the air lifting one wing and be turning in that direction before
glider pilot will do their utmost to find it. Soaring is about using
his instruments have even registered the rising air.
the energy in the atmosphere to climb your glider and use it to go
Flying along ridges, sometimes barely more than a wingspan
where you want to go. Going solo and getting your Glider Pilot’s
from the rocks and at speeds around 70 knots requires clean flying,
Licence (GPL) are only the beginning of the learning process.
intense concentration, accurate decision making and a very good
Once you’ve worked your way through the curriculum, from
lookout. There may well be another glider travelling equally as
flying straight and level, through stall and spin recovery and tow
fast in the opposite direction. Planning for “what if ” scenarios
rope breaks you are fully
also needs to be in the
trained to fly a glider. You
pilot’s mind as curl over,
can take off and land safely
wave ‘dumping’ on the
but most newly solo pilots
ridge, thermals lifting off
are completely unable to
the ridge and other local
soar. Soaring is a skill pilots
weather phenomenon can
spend many many hours
rapidly cause the situation to
developing. Soaring involves
change.
reading the air, advanced
Wave flying too has its
decision making and precise
own challenges, not least
clean flying skills. While
of which is how to contact
you’ll have been introduced
it. Local knowledge can
into all aspects of these in
make a big difference here.
training, it isn’t until you
Pilots who have been flying
get out and fly and fly and
in an area for a while tend
fly that you start to get the
to know where to contact
instinctive “feel” for how it
wave in certain conditions
Ridge soaring requires clean flying, intense concentration and a good lookout for traffic!
is done.
and they are generally happy
Gliders gain height by finding air that is rising faster than the
to share this information. The glider will probably climb in ridge
aircraft’s descent rate. This is called finding lift. There are three
or thermal lift to at least 6,000 feet before having any chance of
main types of lift and all can be found around most New Zealand
contacting the smooth wave lift. Once established in wave pilots can
gliding sites. The most common are thermals, columns of heated
find themselves at high altitudes quite quickly. High altitude flying
air rising from the ground and capped with a nice cumulus indicator
brings a new set of problems for the pilot to deal with. Oxygen
cloud. Of course you can get thermals on “blue”, no cloud days,
must be used over 10,000 feet, there are airspace regulations, and
just to make things more challenging. Another very common type
dealing with the cold, as it affects both the pilot and his equipment.
of lift is from air rising over ridges that are crossways to the wind.
We are a friendly and supportive group of people and many
The skill here is in reading the wind direction and finding slopes
highly experienced pilots are happy to share their knowledge, not
facing the right way, when variables such as sunny slopes, ridge
just on the ground but by flying in two seaters and showing novice
assisted thermals and air swirling around headlands can all make
pilots how they do what they do. I had a flight a month ago with
what seems like a guaranteed lift source not work. Our third form
Mike Oakley, one of our top cross country pilots. It was quite
of lift is New Zealand’s celebrated wave lift. This is generated
extraordinary to see how far Mike could go on a day that had what
downwind of mountains in a similar way to ripples being formed
to my mind was very marginal conditions. We launched from the
downstream of a large rock in a river. Wave clouds (except on
Canterbury Gliding Club’s site at Hororata and flew exactly 100
‘blue’ days) are capped by the long lenticulars very familiar to South
km north to turn at the Hurunui River within sight of the Hanmer
Island residents and those who live near the Central Plateau.
basin. Most of the flight was at or below ridge top height. Mike
Learning to read the weather patterns, both nationally, in the
talked me through his decision making and it all seemed quite
local area, and as it pertains to finding lift wherever you are flying, is
rational, even though I would never attempt it myself, well not
a long term learning experience for a glider pilot. It is also a useful
without at least a full season with about 100 hours flying under my
skill to have for showing off at parties. You get enormous kudos
belt. Sadly that is unlikely to happen.
from being able to look at the sky and say with certainty; “The
However I can take what I learnt from Mike and use it in my
weather’s changing. The front will be through by lunchtime.” Glider
own, less ambitious flying. Every glider flight is different and you
pilots usually get their weather forecasting right. The one I love
never stop learning. I think that is one of the things I really enjoy
is driving through drizzle and announcing, “It will be clear on the
about the sport.
other side of this pass.”
Once the pilot has found lift he then has to be able to utilise
I am Jill McCaw and I’m the editor and publisher of SoaringNZ,
it. To thermal the pilot has to be able to hold the glider in tight,
the official journal of Gliding New Zealand. For more information
evenly banked circles to make the most of the strongest area of
on gliding in your area and for subscriptions to the magazine please
lift. Thermalling works best if the mechanics of flying the aircraft
see the GNZ website.
www.gliding.co.nz
Please support our advertisers and tell them you saw their advertisement in KiwiFlyer.
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AutoGyro Cavalon debuts in Germany and USA
AutoGyro Europe, makers of the MTO Sport and Calidus
autogyros, recently unveiled their new Cavalon Cloud gyro at Aero
2011 in Germany. The Cavalon, which also debuted in the United
States at Oshkosh this year, is a fully enclosed two place aircraft
with side by side seating.
The German company which
began operations in 1999, has now
delivered more than 1000 gyros
and in line with an increasing
popularity of the sport, is currently
manufacturing at the rate of 10
per week from their factory in
Hildesheim. All of the Aurogyro
Europe range are produced and
delivered ready to fly, except for in
the United States which is initially
being served with a kit version due
to ASTM standards requirements
for light-sport aircraft not currently
allowing for ready-to-fly autogyros.
Gyrate Limited at Tauranga are
the New Zealand distributors for
Autogyro Europe, being one of
34 distributors worldwide. Many
aviation enthusiasts here will be
familiar with the aircraft, having
seen Tony Unwin from Gyrate displaying their capability at events
around the country, most recently at Flair during October. Tony
says that even in the present economic climate, there is strong
interest in the gyro movement, particularly now that fully enclosed
cross country machines are available brand new and ready to fly.
In August, Tony visited the Autogyro Europe factory during
an open day for staff, family and friends. While there he was able
to see and fly the new Cavalon Cloud. He says that regrettably the
queue to fly the aircraft was very long so there was no opportunity
to really put it through its paces, so this will have to wait until the
first of type arrives in New Zealand in the not too distant future.
KiwiFlyer will look forward to a turn at the controls too.
Tony comments on his experience as follows:
“My first impression was that this is a superbly made aircraft
designed with good ergonomics and attention to detail. The doors
which are held in place by quick release hinges, raise themselves
on gas struts, the rake of the seat back is easily adjustable as are
the rudder pedals so the pilots can relax in whichever position they
KiwiFlyer is published every two months by Kiwi Flyer Limited.
Editor: Michael Norton
Subscription rates: KiwiFlyer is delivered free to every NZ aircraft operator and
aviation document holding business. Others may subscribe for just $25 (6 issues).
All correspondence or enquiries to:
Kiwi Flyer Limited, PO Box 72-841, Papakura, Auckland 2244.
Phone: 0800 KFLYER (0800 535 937)
Fax: (09) 929 3079
Email: editor@kiwiflyer.co.nz
Web: www.kiwiflyer.co.nz
Advertising deadline for the December / January issue is 4th December.
A rate card is available from www.kiwiflyer.co.nz
Unsolicited material is very welcome on an exclusive basis but none can be
acknowledged or returned unless accompanied by a stamped, self addressed
envelope. No responsibility can be accepted for loss or damage to unsolicited
material. We recommend contacting the Editor first if you wish to contribute.
Opinions expressed in this publication are not necessarily those of Kiwi Flyer Limited
or the Editor. All rights reserved. The contents of KiwiFlyer are copyright and may not
be reproduced in any form without written permission from the Editor.
KiwiFlyer is printed by GEON & distributed by Gordon & Gotch. ISSN 1170-8018
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find most comfortable. The aircraft is spacious!! There is plenty of
headroom for the tall, there is width for the wide and there is space
for his and hers weekend bags behind the seats. There is also a large
area behind the pilot’s head but clearly anything located there would
need to be well restrained. Start
up and taxi are straight forward
with a smooth quiet ride and a
small turning circle. This particular
aircraft had a ‘Fly Map LS’ display
which clearly showed glass cockpit
flight and engine instruments
together with moving map position
data. The engine and rotor rpm
gauges were depicted in easy read
analogue (old fashioned) format
clearly colour coded for their
operating ranges.
Take-off involved line-up with
the rotors still braked and then,
with the brake released and the
pre-rotator engaged, the friction
clutch drove the rotor to 250rpm
in a flash. The wheel brake is then
released, the stick brought fully aft
and full power applied. This aircraft
had the 100hp Rotax
912S engine and
it moved forward
smoothly with no
significant yaw to the
point where the nose
lifted and the aircraft
left the ground in
one movement. This
feature is due in part
to a redistribution
of weight which has
made the nose wheel
significantly heavier
than on previous
models. I need more
time to make valid
The new Cavalon Cloud offers a finish and
attention to detail beyond anything normally
comment but my
expected of recreational aircraft.
instinct is to be
concerned about rough field operation.
Once airborne the comfort is emphasised again with no
perceivable cabin or stick vibration, impressive! AutoGyro have
introduced a taller rotorhead assembly together with a new hub-bar
and modified rotorblades. This combined with the nylon bushes in
the mast assembly has removed what gyronauts have thought of as
standard issue airframe resonance.
In short the feeling is very like a well made fixed wing LSA
aircraft but with the gyro benefits of weather tolerance, incredible
manoeuvrability, no stall or spin issues and forced landings to walk
away from. How good can it get?”
NZ gyro enthusiasts can look forward to seeing a Cavalon Cloud
in our skies in 2012. Contact Tony Unwin for more information on
0800 FLY-A-GYRO or visit www.gyrate.co.nz

October / November 2011

www.kiwiflyer.co.nz

Magni
Gyro
Safety
by
Design

www.magnigyro.co.nz

Join the NZ Autogyro Association

-

www.autogyro.org.nz

Our targeted free circulation to all aircraft owners and the aviation industry ensures that advertising in KiwiFlyer Gets Results.
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WITH A 2.4m (8’) wingspan, the Senior Telemaster is an
Contributed by Janice Angus
impressive looking radio controlled aircraft. Not only that, it is
now available to buy as an Almost Ready to Fly kit for around
limited and not the most helpful. The kit appears to be designed
$300. That’s a lot of aircraft for a reasonable price by any standards
for an electric powered aircraft but he had decided to run it on a
and, being an ARF, all that is required to go flying is several hours
glow engine. Always a fan of “more power is good”, by putting in
assembly and setup.
a 2 stoke, 120 ASP engine there is no chance of this model being
The Telemaster is not a new model. The original, a German
underpowered, especially as a 60 sized engine was recommended.
designed RC plane, dates from the late 60s. There were 3 wingspan
The sheer size of the plane made it a bit more challenging to
size variants; the Junior 1.24m (4’), Standard 1.8m (6’) and the
build, particularly in an area of limited space, such as our lounge.
mighty Senior 2.4m (8’).
Checking the balancing points
The Senior Telemaster was
for the Centre of Gravity of
unique and very popular in this
the plane is definitely a two
era due to its size. Back then,
person operation. Figuring out
most model aircraft were limited
how to attach the struts for easy
to a wingspan of less than 2m
assembly and breakdown took
due to the restriction of power
some thought and ingenuity but a
to weight ratio with the engines
system of clevis pins and R clips
available at the time. Though
were a practical, quick release
the Senior Telemaster was big
solution.
in comparison, its design and
After a couple of tanks of
A floating landing approach, typical for the Telemaster.
lightweight construction enabled
fuel through the brand new
the model to perform remarkably
engine as a run in, and assistance
well on the equivalent of a 45
with tuning, we had the motor
size glow engine.
running sweetly. The plane was
A versatile workhorse, one of
ready to go, and we just had to
the original Senior Telemasters
wait for the weather to settle
was reported to have been used
down so the maiden flight could
to carry a pilot line across a
take place. The opportunity came
ravine for the setup of telephone
at the beginning of October.
cables in Germany - a task
Our fellow club member,
normally carried out by a full
Trevor Miller, a very experienced
sized helicopter. This exercise
model flyer, had agreed to do the
was possibly the first where a
maiden flight for Pete. It’s always
model aircraft was employed in
a bit of a nerve racking time for
an industrial situation.
both builder and flyer as you can
More commonly, the
never be quite sure how a new
Telemaster is regularly rigged
plane will perform.
to tow advertising banners or
Fortunately, and true to
Janice Angus with a large handful of airplane.
undertake glider tows. Aerial
expectations, the plane flew
photography and lolly scramble drops also feature as regular tasks.
beautifully. Take off was impressive, with the plane in the air before
There are many reviews available on the Senior Telemaster as it
Trevor even had to apply much throttle. It pretty much took off
has been around for such a long time which is a testimony to the
itself once the speed got up. In the air, it was docile and steady.
reliability and popularity of the design. It is a stable, docile plane in
Turns were more effective on the rudder, with aileron turns being
the air and the size makes it easy to see. It’s a great first large model
slow and gradual leaving plenty of time to anticipate your next
and this is why my husband, Pete, decided to buy one.
manoeuvre and enjoy the flight.
When he brought it home, my first impression was “It’s a really
The Senior Telemaster is known for being a floater and when
big box!”, quickly followed by “Where on earth are you going to put
landing, used up most of the strip to get back on the ground. A
it once it’s built?” Needless to say, once we had the parts out of the
successful first flight and hopefully the start of many hours of
box, we really appreciated what a large model it was going to be.
enjoyable, stress free flying for Pete.
The fuselage was cavernous, with plenty of room for fitting all
the control components in. The wing, being 2.4m long, fortunately
came in two sections. Just as well, as when joined, the wing can not
KiwiFlyer is published every two months and delivered free to every aircraft
be stood vertical in our lounge!
operator and aviation document holding business in New Zealand. Other
Being such a big aircraft, Pete was not entirely confident about
persons are welcome to subscribe for only $25 incl gst (6 issues).
the fact that the huge wing is only held on by several large rubber
Make your cheque out to Kiwi Flyer Limited and post to Kiwi Flyer
bands. Though it appears this was the original design and therefore
Subscriptions, PO Box 72-841, Papakura 2244. Thanks !
a successful method of attachment for decades, he decided to
Don’t forget to tell us your name, address, post code, phone number and
build in wing mounts and screw in anchor points. Apart from this
email. Credit card payments are accepted, but only online via our website
subscription page at: www.kiwiflyer.co.nz
change, the rest of the build was pretty standard.
This ARF kit is not for a beginner. The instructions are fairly

All models in stock. Phone today!

Senior Telemaster - The Gentle Giant

SIERRA
Top of the Range ANR
New Speaker Design
Microport Vent Technology
Light and Comfortable
Unparallelled Voice Clarity
Superb Stereo Sound
Bluetooth & Cellphone

The Best mid priced ANR headset
Light and Comfortable
Superb Stereo Sound
Bluetooth Compatible
Cellphone Interface

Jeff Van West of Aviation Consumer wrote “New Zulu is in our opinion, the most comfortable over the ear headset ever worn.”

Available from
Phil Jones,
NZ’s Lightspeed
Dealer since 1997
Ph: 0800 116 741

specialfx.co.nz

Subscribe today!
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Contributed by Penny Belworthy

ZK-ZQH Boeing 737-888

QANTAS have received their eighth and
final Boeing 737-838 aircraft registered to
NZ operating company Jetconnect Limited
for Trans Tasman flights. Named after
Charles Upham this aircraft was flown from
Boeing Field, Seattle USA to Melbourne
for induction into the fleet, then went
into service in early August. The photo
of ZK-ZQH is taken of the delivery crew
after they had landed at Honolulu which
was their first spot over on route to New
Zealand via Nadi, Fiji.

IS PROVIDED COURTESY OF

1920’s. In 1934, the Model 75 version was
produced. Designed as a military aerobatic
trainer it featured a rugged airframe
stressed to high load factors of 12 Gs
positive and 9 Gs negative. The hallmark
of all Stearman aircraft was that they were
highly sophisticated and well made, but
expensive machines.
When the Stearman Company was taken
over by Boeing this airplane became known
as the Boeing Stearman and was produced
in large numbers by Boeing Airplane
Company in Wichita, Kansas. ZK-USA
serial number N2S-3 was produced in 1943
and ZK-USA serial number N2S-5 was
one of the last off the production line in
1945/46. N2S denoted a navy designation
and both aircraft are powered with a
Continental 220hp engine.
While waiting for their export
certificates to be issued, the new owners of
these aircraft had a week of flying around
the local area including a site-seeing trip up
and down the Mississippi River. Galesburg
is the Stearman capital in the USA with an

ZK-USA & ZK-USN
Boeing-Stearmans
TWO Stearman aircraft have recently been
imported into New Zealand. Both aircraft
were bought in the USA, ZK-USN from
Illinois which is now owned by Marty
Cantlon of Mount Maunganui, and ZKUSA from across the Mississippi river at
Iowa, now owned by Michael Dean also of
Mount Maunganui.
Lloyd Stearman designed the legendary
Stearman biplanes, which were in service
with the first American airlines during the

annual fly-in for Stearman attracting close
to 200 airplanes.
Once the export certificates were
received, the aircraft were packed into
a 40ft container which was trucked to
Chicago, railed to New York, and then

shipped via Panama Canal to Singapore.
There it was re-loaded onto the now
infamous container ship RENA for a
voyage to NZ. Now that these aircraft
have been re-assembled, registered in
New Zealand and have CAA approvals
the owners are looking forward to a lot of
summer flying.

ZK-EDR Jodel D18

RUSSELL Woods is well known in the
homebuilt aircraft movement, he built
his first aircraft a Jodel D11 in 1975, then
later an Isaac Fury and with Bruce Fraser
a Sequoia Falco F.8L. While finishing the
Falco he and Bruce, with some persuading,
decided to build a Jodel D18 out of left
over bits and pieces. Russell had sheets
of birch ply which he had originally
imported from Finland, some spruce and
a continental C75 engine tucked away in
his shed. So one winter three years ago he
started construction of the airframe.
The Jodel D18 was designed in France
in the 1970s by Alain Couchy with Jean
Delemontez, who designed the D9 in
1948. Like all other Jodels the D18 is built
entirely of wood. Even compared to other
wooden airplanes there is incredibly little
metal in a D18. With a low bent wing and
side by side seating, the D18 has great

Buying an aircraft? - We can help with checks and upgrades
See us for Assessments, Cosmetics, Avionics, Modifications, and Ongoing Maintenance Programmes to Suit Your Needs.

Selling an aircraft? - We can complete your preparations for sale
See us for Checks, Corrosion Control, Cosmetics, CoA, and more.
Avionics, Airframe, Engines, Hydraulics, Components…

Genuine Beech, Cessna, Piper, and Helicopter Parts in stock.
Contact Peter McCarty
P: 09 295 0665
E: peter.mccarty@hawkerpacific.com
Visit us at Harvard Lane, Ardmore.
www.hawkerpacific.com

NZ’s one-stop Rotary and Fixed Wing maintenance facility all under one roof

ARRIVALS - August/September 2011
CWC Ozone Power Roadster
EDR
Jodel D.18
FDN
Beech C90A
GVL
Rolladen-Schneider LS 4
HAS
Hughes 369FF
HAV
MBB BO 105 CBS-4
HAX
MBB BO 105 CBS-4
HAY
Bell 206B
HBZ
Hughes 369D
HJV
Aerospatiale AS 350B2
HOU Kawasaki BK117 B-2
IBP
Aerospatiale AS 350B2
ICM
Helipod KC518
IGH
Rotorway Exec 162F
IJW
McDonnell Douglas 500N
KEL
Rans S-7 Courier
KJL
Avid Aircraft Inc MKIV Speedwing
MGC Ibis Magic GS-700
MRM Vans RV-8
MTZ
Diamond DA 40
PJC
Cessna 182T
PLC
Ibis Magic GS-700
PPC
Alliant Aviation Fusion
SKL
Beech C90A
SWN Alisport Silent Club
TCH
Taylor JT-2 Titch UL
USA
Boeing-Stearman B75N1
USN
Boeing-Stearman A75N1
YRV
Vans RV 12
ZQH Boeing 737-838

Mr C W Clark
Mr R J Woods
Garden City Helicopters Ltd
Mr D R Van Der Linden
Airwest Helicopters Ltd
Oceania Aviation Limited
Oceania Aviation Limited
Phoenix Trading 2002 Limited
Oceania Aviation Limited
Helicopters (NZ) Limited
Helilink Limited
Heli Support New Zealand Limited
Composite Helicopter MFG Limited
Jet Exec NZ Limited
Reid Helicopters Nelson Limited
Hamish & Richard Kellahan
Dr D C Laidlow
Jetboat.Com Ltd
Mr R Dawson
Gaddes, Brown Syndicate
Pacific Cruisers 2009 Limited
Mr P L Collins
Mr N R Allwood
Skyline Aviation Limited
Mr N R Swan
Mr J R Best
Mr M J Dean
Mr M P Cantlon
Mr A K Coubray
Jetconnect Limited

TRANSFERS - August/September 2011
BEZ
Cessna 180
Mr A C J Carter
BUF
Cessna 180A
Mr G G Hood
CCP
Aero L-39C
ADT Trust
COS Cessna 172S
Izard Pacific Aviation Ltd
CPM Champion 7GCAA
Classic Flights Limited
DAH Cessna A185E
Parachute Adventure Queenstown Ltd
DBY
Jodel D.11
Mr T S Smith
DFI
Cessna 172L
Wanganui Aero Club (Inc)
DML
Cessna 172M
Mrs Eslick
DRA
Airborne Windsports Edge X 582 Mr CJ Milne
DXL
Cessna 172M
East Canterbury Aviation Limited
EEX
Thruster Aircraft Thruster Gemini
Mr DG Haig
EJV
Cessna A152
Mr C Mitchell-Anyon
ELF
Cessna 172N
Helipro Aviation Training Limited
ETN
Cessna U206G
Invercargill Holdings Ltd
ETS
Cessna A152
Nelson Aviation College Ltd
FCO
Cessna 152
Bay Flight Aviation Limited
FIX
Piper PA-28-181
Barnstorm Enterprises Limited
FMF
Micro Aviation B20 Bantam
Mr FR Price
FPI
Cessna 152
Maritime Developments Limited
FSK
Nostalgair N3 Pup
Mr M A Fleming
FVP
Piper PA-23-250
CBC Aviation Ltd
FWF
Quickie Aircraft Q200
Mr G S Nicholls
GKR
Schempp-Hirth Mini-Nimbus B
Mr BF Barber
GPO Avia Stroitel AC5M MZ35
Mr M J S Wilkins
GTL
Schleicher ASW 20
New Zealand Sailplanes Limited
GZN Rolladen-Schneider LS8-18
Mr D N Dickinson
HBN Eurocopter EC 130 B4
Advanced Flight Limited
HCZ
MD helicopter 500N
Mrs S H McFarlane
HFI
Robinson R22 Beta
Spraypro Ltd
HGL
Robinson R44
Heavy Jet Limited
HIH
Aerospatiale AS 350BA
Alpine Deer Group Ltd
HKU
Aerospatiale AS 350BA
Alpine Deer Group Ltd
HNA Hughes 369E
DJ & NA Shanks Limited
HOA Robinson R44
Ag Ops Ltd
HOP Aerospatiale AS 350B2
Helisika Agricultural Limited
HOT
Hughes 369D
Alpine Deer Group Ltd
HRJ
Robinson R22 Beta
SCN Helicopters Limited
HRT
Robinson R22 Beta
Bladehire Limited
HRZ
Robinson R22 Mariner
Paynes Investments Ltd
HVA
Robinson R22 Beta
North South Helicopters Limited
HWM Bell 206B
Rick Lucas Helicopters Ltd
HWX Robinson R44 II
Central Helicopters Limited
HZP
Hughes 369E
Lister Helicopters Ltd
IBG
Robinson R22 Beta
King Country Heliwork Limited
IFM
Robinson R22 Beta
Precision Helicopters Ltd
IJS
Bell 206B
Tararua Heliwork Ltd
INC
Robinson R44 II
Coptahire Limited
IQP
Canadian Home Rotors Safari
Otorini Farms
ITW
Aerospatiale AS 350BA
Heli Support New Zealand Limited
JHZ
Rans S-6ES Coyote II
East Canterbury Aviation Limited
JLG
Hughes Aust. Light Wing GR-582
Mr M J Swanson
JPK
Jodel D.18
Mr C G L Pennell
JRN
Sigma Aircraft Sigma-4
Mr M G Gray
JRO
Micro Aviation Bantam B22J
Mr S J Campbell
JRU
Avtech Jabiru ST3
Mr M S McMillan
LFZ
Piper PA-38-112
Kapiti Districts Aero Club (Inc)
LJI
Piper PA-28-181
Nelson Pilot Training Limited
MAU Jodel D.11
Mr G B Taylor
MDC Cessna A185F
Skydive Waikato (2009) Limited
MGM Corby CJ 1 Starlet U/L
R M Webb & R J Bannister
MIJ
Stolp SA-900 V-Star U/L
Mr M J S Wilkins
MJF
Piper PA-31
New Plymouth Aero Club (Inc)
MJS
Micro Aviation B22 Bantam
Mr A J Culver
ONE Corby CJ 1 Starlet U/L
Mr G D Marsh
PPO
Micro Aviation B22 Bantam
Mr R A Anderson
PTK
Air Tractor AT-502B
Robalan Air Ltd
RCW RAF 2000 GTX SE
Mr B C Rees
RET
Wittman Tailwind W.8
Mr N W Izard
RGP
Aero Design Inc Pulsar II
Mr D J Robinson
RJS
Cessna 210
Ross Ag Air Limited
RNT
Beech A36
Mr R N Taylor
SAV
ICP Savannah
Mr A J Jessop
TAW Piper PA-38-112
Air Hawkes Bay Limited
TCL
Piper PA-23-250
Maritime Developments Limited
TGF
Piper PA-28-151
TGF Aviation Limited
TGT
Tecnam P92 Echo Super
Mr G J Barrett
TPW
Pacific Aerospace Cresco 08-600 Central South Island Helicopters Ltd
TRS
Cessna 172N
Geordie Hill Station Partnership
TWT Cessna A150L
Koru Aviation Limited
continued on next page...
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Christchurch
Christchurch
Richmond
Reefton
Papakura
Papakura
Christchurch
Papakura
Nelson
Auckland
Wanaka
Albany
Timaru
Wakefield
Geraldine
Rotorua
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Piopio
Kaiapoi
Queenstown
Taupo
Wanaka
Queenstown
Carterton
Wanganui
Auckland
Timaru
Temuka
Wanaka
Wanganui
Paraparaumu
Queenstown
Motueka
Mount Maunganui
Christchurch
Papakura
Lower Hutt
Rangiora
Whitianga
Tauranga
Auckland
Taupiri
Brightwater
Wellington
Auckland
Christchurch
Martinborough
Howick
Wanaka
Wanaka
Te Anau
Kerikeri
Manukau
Wanaka
Porirua
Taupo
Mosgiel
Rotorua
Palmerston North
Opotiki
Milton
Hamilton
Urenui
Pahiatua
Silverdale
Otorohanga
Wanaka
Temuka
Winton
Rangiora
Blenheim
Oamaru
Timaru
Paraparaumu
Nelson
Mossburn
Matamata
Lyttelton
Taupiri
New Plymouth
Hamilton
Inglewood
Waipukurau
Napier
Wakefield
Te Awamutu
Timaru
Australia
Christchurch
Whangarei
Hastings
Lower Hutt
Auckland
Cromwell
Oamaru
Tarras
Waikanae
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visibility. It has a steerable tail wheel on the
back. Russell has kept the weight down on
this aircraft by opting for hand starting so
he only has a small battery and solar panels
that power the new radio. He says that the
C75 engine starts on the first swing of the
wooden propeller.
The aircraft is now finished and CAA
have completed their inspection and
issued the permit to fly so that a full test
programme can be undertaken.
Some of you might recognise the
registration EDR which was in fact on
Russell’s first Jodel (back in 1975) which
(after a couple of ownership changes in the
intervening years) crashed into a fence on
landing after hitting severe sink at 100’ last
Christmas at Stratford.

For Sale: A complete set of NZ Wings and more recent issues of Pacific Wings for the period 1972-2006.

The years 1975 - 2005 are professionally bound. Other years are complete but will not be separated from
the collection. Commercial binding costs run at around $95 per yearly volume. Overall purchase cost is
less than $35 per volume. Here is an opportunity to own a complete record of NZ aviation activity in a
format which will sit proudly on a bookshelf for future reference and offer a foil to your partner’s request
to ‘get rid of those old magazines’. Summer offer $800. Contact Graeme Porter, Phone 07 889 7928

Fly a Robinson R22 at owner’s rates
Based at Ardmore, this aircraft presents better than new
after a restoration grade overhaul just 30 hours ago.
Includes l All new avionics l Powerflow performance exhaust
  Spidertracks   l Traffic awareness   l Touch screen GPS
  Bluetooth phone with remote   l Helipods   l Life jackets and PLB
No monthly syndicate fee.
No need to purchase a share that you can’t sell later.
No risks of ownership, just the benefits.
Rates from $285+GST an hour depending on usage.
Requires purchase of a fully refundable $15000 debenture.
PPL(H) required and some conditions apply.
Advanced instruction available.
Contact Michael on 021 667 866 or email: rotorflight@xtra.co.nz

KiwiFlyer is published every two months
and delivered FREE to every aircraft operator
and aviation business in New Zealand.
Retail, website and other targeted distribution
assures advertisers of the widest possible
market coverage.

Tanker to Aircraft
Refuelling at Ardmore

We can help prepare your
advertisement or write promotional editorial
about your business or new developments.

Avgas and Jet A1
Call George Hoskins
Phone 021 369 600
or VHF 133.1 MHz

KiwiFlyer is focused on the NZ aviation
community and marketplace. We look
forward to working with you on opportunities
to help support and promote your business.
P: 0800 535 937 E: editor@kiwiflyer.co.nz
www.kiwiflyer.co.nz
Our services enhance and protect your asset
Specialist Aircraft Cleaning and Valet Services  
Leather Care - Anti Corrosion Treatment
Fixed and Rotary Wing - All sizes big or small

Ardmore Sky Station
Ph/Fax: (09) 297 7188
Email: skystation@xtra.co.nz

Contact Chris 021 262 2272 www.adnz.co.nz

Reach thousands of Kiwi Flyers with your
classified advertisement
For private advertisers, classified advertising in KiwiFlyer is discounted to only $35 including
GST for 50 words and a colour photograph. Or pay by column space at the rate of only $10
including GST per column centimetre. Please contact us for commercial advertising rates.
Send your advert details and cheque made out to Kiwi Flyer Limited to Kiwi Flyer Classifieds,
PO Box 72-841, Papakura, Auckland 2244.
Alternately, fax details to (09) 929 3079 or email: editor@kiwiflyer.co.nz. Credit cards or bank
transfer payments are welcome but can only be accepted by internet payment. Please contact us
for details by email or phone 0800 KFLYER (0800 535 937).
Classified deadline for the next issue is 5th December.
Don’t forget to include all of your contact details in your advertisement.
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Would you like to see something different in KiwiFlyer or perhaps contribute yourself ? Contact us with your ideas.
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DE HAVILLAND DHC2 BEAVER FOR SALE

NEW Robinson R22 Beta II

NEW Robinson R44 Raven I and II

NEW Robinson R66 Turbine

New Robinson R22 Beta II. POA.
Contact Brett, Heliflite Pacific (NZ) Ltd,
Ph: (09) 2999 442, Email: brett@heliflitepacific.com

New Robinson R44 Raven I and II. POA.
Contact Brett, Heliflite Pacific (NZ) Ltd,
Ph: (09) 2999 442, Email: brett@heliflitepacific.com

4 PAX + Pilot, Cruise Speed 120 kts, 927 lb usable at
max fuel. Contact Brett, Heliflite Pacific (NZ) Ltd,
Ph: (09) 2999 442, Email: brett@heliflitepacific.com

Extensive 5000 man hour restoration just completed
The Engine and all accessories
including, Exhaust, Propeller,
Avionics, Control Cables, Wiring,
Electrics, and Instruments, are either
NEW or ‘0’ time. The entire fuselage,
both wings and most flight controls,
have been re-skinned, and all new
floors have been installed.
Popular modifications fitted include:
Sealand Cabin Extension, Lifetime
Wing Struts, Tip Tanks, Firewall
Battery, Jasco Alternator, Cleveland
Wheels, Brakes and Tyres.

EC130 Pilot Wanted
Applicants should have a minimum of
2500 hrs total time including a minimum
500 hrs turbine time. Preference will be
given to pilots with EC130, EC120, or AS350
experience. The position requires pilots
to live within 40min drive from Auckland
Heliport in Onehunga.
Applicants should email a brief CV with
current photo to keith@advancedflight.co.nz

The aircraft has new glass, 8 place
leather seating, quilted headliner,
interior lighting, wool carpets, new
floors, pilots harness, seatbelts and
cargo restraints.

1978 Bell JetRanger II

LET
L-410FG
		

EASA Single pilot IFR approved. Western avionics. Glass nose with observer
seat. Camera hatch. Large sliding side para door (19 jumpers). Zero time 601D engines. Price EUR750,000
ex-Hungary. Contact Andrew Wallace for full specs, awallace@airliftservices.net phone: 021 128 5010

New Avionics include: Garmin SL40
Coms X 2, Garmin 327 Transponder,
Garmin 695 GPS, 7000H Audio
panel wired for 8 pax, JPI Fuel Flow,
406 ELT and Whelen Strobes.
This outstanding restoration provides
a rare opportunity to own one of
these exceptional utility aircraft. A
complete photo resume recording
the total restoration process is
available. For further information and
specifications contact: Frank Wright.
email: wright@wave.co.nz

s/n 1003. TT-8079hrs. 12/10/2011. Dual controls,
Range Extender, Rotor Brake, Heater,
VIP leather interior (recently refurbished).
Excellent component times remaining: NZ$ 395,000.
Contact: Larry or Tony 09 426 8287
or Larry Mob 021 929 964, Tony Mob 021 460 846.

Also available Zlin Z-137T Ag/Fire-Fighting aircraft (1000 litre capacity) ex-Czech Republic.
All logs and maintenance records available and complete. Phone 021 128 5010 for details.

Sale Price is: $550,000 NZD +GST.
NEW CESSNA 162 SKYCATCHER. Receiving
fantastic reviews for its outstanding comfort
and performance, the much anticipated Cessna
162 Skycatcher demonstrator is here. Call now
for information on this brilliant aircraft.

AIRCRAFT FOR TENDER
1978 BEECHCRAFT DUCHESS 76. IFR Multi
Engine Trainer. Airframe 7300 hrs. Engines
7240 hrs, 1734 hrs TSO. Props L 157 TSN,
R 727 TSN. Tender closes 25 November 2011.
MAKE AN OFFER
NEW 2010 MD500E. 4 Bladed Tail Rotor, Garmin
Avionics, Fargo Aux Fuel, Extended Landing Gear,
Tinted Windows, Rapid Door Removal Hinges.

2007 ROBINSON R22 BETA II.
2000Hrs TTSN, Ideal aircraft for a private owner.
Cabin Heater, defogger, turn coordinator,
Garmin GNC-250XL GPS/Com. $92,000 + GST.
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NEW ROBINSON R66 TURBINE. Skysales
Aviation are distributors for the new Robinson
R66 Turbine Helicopter. For information on
this exceptional aircraft contact us now.
Demonstrator aircraft available for sale!

1998 R22 BETA II. Zero Time Rebuild by
Helimech UK, Airframe 1980Hrs, TSO 19Hrs,
Garmin GNC-250XL GPS/Com, Bendix SkyMap
III, Always Hangared. $230,000 + GST.

KiwiFlyer Issue 19

Contact Chris Barry
P: 09 295 0859 M: 021 844 490
E: chris.barry@skysales.co.nz

October / November 2011

1981 Cessna Citation I SP 510-0198
For Immediate Sale!! 4650 Hrs Total Time Since New.
Engines 1144 Since Major Overhaul. Thrust Reverse.
Collins Avionics. Sperry SPZ-500.
Delivery immediate ex-Ardmore Airport. US$595,000.

North American Harvard
Pristine condition for a fastidious Warbird Enthusiast.
Complete strip and repaint in 2010.
Asking NZ$230,000 +GST if sold in NZ.

2008 Cessna Citation Mustang 510-0054
Only 261 Hrs SN. 6 Seat cabin. Latest technology.
Cruise 340 kts up to 41,000 ft in quiet comfort.
Superb for only US$2,295,000 +GST if sold in NZ.
Delivery immediate ex-Ardmore Airport.

AIRCRAFT FOR TENDER
1978 CESSNA R172-K HAWK. 4000 hrs TTAF,
Engine 210Hp, 180Hrs TSO, Prop 450Hrs
TSO, very well equipped. All over white with
blue and gold accent colours. Black and grey
leather trim seats.
Tender closes 25 November 2011.

1974 MOONEY M20-F EXECUTIVE. Fast and
well maintained aircraft. Approx 2500Hrs TTAF,
engine recently overhauled. POA.

Contact Chris Barry
P: 09 295 0859 M: 021 844 490
E: chris.barry@flightline.co.nz

www.kiwiflyer.co.nz

1972 Cessna 172-L Skyhawk 4430 Hours Since
New. 160 HP engine. 300 Hrs Since Overhaul 2002.
Propeller: 419 Hrs Since Overhaul. Tidy Paint and
Interior. NZ$59,900 inclusive of GST if any.
1992 Piper Seneca III
3620 Hrs SN. Engines: 1660 Hrs
TSO. Was NZ$169,900+GST
Make an Offer!!

2006 Cessna 172-S Skyhawk
ZK-XPS 1282 TTSFN. G-1000 equipped 172.
NZ$269,500 +GST if sold in NZ.

1992 Socata Tobago TB-10, 2956 Hrs SN,
180 HP engine, 736 Hrs Since O/H, 1295 to run,
Prop: 989 TSO, NZ$115,000 +GST if sold in NZ.
Offers & Trade-in Considered!!

1979 Cessna 172-N Superhawk
180 HP Conversion. Engine 1429 Hrs SFN. 571 Hrs
to TBO/2018. Prop: 1429 Hrs SN. King avionics
Dual VHF NZ$115,000 incl. of GST (if any).

1980 Cessna Cutlass, 7986 Hrs Since New. Lycoming
0360 HP engine. 90 Hrs since factory reman. Autopilot. Cessna
IFR. DME. GPS. Very tidy example with fresh engine to latest
Lycoming specs! Asking: NZ$115,000+GST if sold in NZ.

1986 Rutan Long Ez
NZ$75,000 no GST.

Contact Dennis: P. 09 298 6249 | M. 0294 923 160 | E. dennis@dtiaircraftsales.com
Visit us at Harvard Lane, Ardmore Airport, Papakura.
www.DtiAircraftSales.com
International Aircraft Sales and Acquisitions for 43 years. 12 Aircraft in stock. Buy it and we will teach you to fly it !

KiwiFlyer Classifieds reach thousands of Kiwi Flyers every issue. See the coupon on page 59 for details.

1980 Cessna 404 Titan
ZK-NDY US$499,900.

DENNIS THOMPSON
INTERNATIONAL LIMITED
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Avsure Insurance Feature

It’s Time for a Hangar Spring Clean
HANGARS are a great place to store not
only the aircraft they were built to protect,
but also all manner of things that the
aircraft owner may want to keep. Actually
many owners treat them as a garage and
warehouse in addition to an aircraft hangar.
This is not an uncommon practice, but
it can lead to hazardous conditions that
concern the insurers who provide coverage
for the hangar as well as the aircraft within
them. Every now and then there are fires
started by unsafe storage practices and poor
housekeeping that destroy the aeroplanes
that the structures were meant to protect.
Aeroplanes seldom, if ever ‘self ignite’.
It’s more likely the loss will be caused
by faulty wiring or an appliance that
malfunctions. Also living quarters built

into hangars are another source that can
contribute to the cause of fires.
Hangar fire prevention is based on
using common sense. Ignition sources
and combustibles in a hangar are usually
in plain view if you take the time to look
for them. Here are some items to consider
when walking through your hangar:
1. Fix any faulty electrical wiring and
connections. This includes frayed wiring,
overlong extension cords, broken or
corroded fixtures and switches. A main
switch by the door that turns off electricity
to the entire hangar is a good safety feature.
2. Oily rags used for maintenance and
cleaning are a common spontaneous
combustion source. These should be

Accident and Incident Reports
Type:		
Diamond DA20 CTC
Location: Raglan		
POB: 1
Operation: Training Solo
Injuries: Nil
Date:		
5 September 2011
Report:
The aircraft had a landing overrun and collided with a fence.
Type:		
Schweizer 269C HGJ
Location: Karamea
POB: 2
Operation: Hunting
Injuries: Nil
Date:		
23 September 2011
Report:
Aircraft suffered a partial engine
failure during commercial deer recovery
flight and landed on the Karamea river bed.
Helicopter sustained damage to the drive
pulleys and shroud.
Type:		
Bell 206B HXQ
Location: Waitotora
POB: 1
Operation: Agricultural
Injuries: Nil
Date:		
26 September 2011
Report:
Tail rotor failed on landing with
the helicopter then rolling over.

courtesy of

Type:		
Tecnam P2002 Sierra SGO
Location: Weber		
POB: 2
Operation: Private Other
Injuries: Nil
Date:		
27 September 2011
Report:
Aircraft was blown off the
runway on landing and into a drain causing
the nose gear to collapse.
Type:		
B22 Bantam JDN
Location: Kumara Junction POB: 1
Operation: Private Other
Injuries: Nil
Date:		
9 October 2011
Report:
After takeoff, during a steep turn,
the aircraft stalled and crashed.
Type:		
Schweizer 269C HNC
Location: Ardmore
POB: 2
Operation: Training Dual
Injuries: Nil
Date:		
4 October 2011
Report:
During practice of engine failure
after takeoff, a main rotor blade struck
the helicopter’s tail boom as the helicopter
slowed down after a run on landing.

Please note: Reports are selected from www.caa.govt.nz and are provided for information only. Accuracy is not guaranteed.

Contact us for a
free no obligation
quotation on any
aviation insurance
requirement you have
AIRCRAFT

Avsure provides the most competitive
insurance programmes available in the
Aviation Industry. When considering
your aircraft insurance, you
definitely need the best ADVICE,
EXPERIENCE and RESOURCES.
At Avsure, WE DELIVER.

l
l
l

Pleasure & Business Aircraft
Charter l Aircraft Sales
Flying Schools l Aero Clubs
Agricultural l Helicopters

AVIATION LIABILITY
l
l

Premises
Chemical

l
l

Airports l Products
Hangarkeepers

PROPERTY
l

Hangars and Contents

PERSONAL

Avsure - where aviation insurance
isn’t just a sideline, it’s all we do!

l
l

Pilot Personal Accident
Passengers l Pilots term life

P: 09 298 8206 or 0800 322 206 F: 09 298 8218
E: insure@avsure.co.nz www.avsure.co.nz

A division of Boston Marks Group Limited
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Contributed by Bill Beard
removed or stored in a fire-rated container.
3. Don’t tolerate fuel leaks in your
aeroplane that cause detectable odours. Just
fix them.
4. Batteries are a potent heat and
ignition source. The long-term or routine
connection of unattended chargers in or
out of the aeroplane or vehicles is not
recommended.
5. Make sure there is a fire extinguisher
available. Be sure you have the correct type
and that it is current and fully charged. It
should be in the most accessible part of the
hangar.
6. The number one domestic fire hazard
is normally cooking. You should not leave
the hangar when you’re cooking.
7. If you have an old beer fridge,
you should know that one-third of all
residential fires are caused by appliances
and electrical faults. If the appliance is no
longer suitable for the home, it should not
be in your hangar.
8. There’s really no good reason to store
fuel in a hangar other than what’s in the
aeroplane. There should be no draining
of fuel or fuelling in a hangar including
mogas for microlights and LSA’s. This is
asking for trouble and static-induced fuel
fires from plastic containers are alarmingly
regular occurrences. The same situation can
be created by draining fuel from an aircraft
within a hangar.
9. It is important to get rid of the oilsoaked carpets and rubbish and remove
the boxes of junk you’ve been storing, to
eliminate a source for a fire.
10. Establish a check list for the hangar
by the door as a reminder to check for
appliances to be turned off, fuel containers
to be emptied or removed, and rubbish to
be carried out.
Aircraft and related parts that have not
been replaced by other parts are normally
covered by your aircraft policy. Your hangar
and other contents are generally covered
by a premises and contents policy. If you
are not sure if a particular item is covered
or not you should check with your broker
to make sure you have the coverage you
need. A little prevention will go a long way
to avoid a claim and even higher premiums
under these policies.
To discuss this topic or any other
aviation insurance questions, contact
Bill Beard at Avsure on 0800 322 206.
Full policy wordings are listed on our
website at www.avsure.co.nz
www.kiwiflyer.co.nz

Ground Power

Fire

Bell

MD Helicopters

Liferafts

Cable Cutters

Sikorsky

Engine Support

Agusta Westland

2012

Eurocopter

Robinson

Catalogue out
soon. Contact
Hawker Pacific
to reserve your
copy now.

Special Ops

Safety Support

Cargo Systems

EXCLUSIVE NZ DISTRIBUTORS
FOR DART HELICOPTER SERVICES
Contact us to request a free catalogue today
Phone 09 295 0665    www.hawkerpacific.com

